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CHAPTER 1

Introduction

This thesis is concerned with applications of non-convex programming to problems of portfolio
selection in a single stage stochastic programming framework. It is divided into three parts each
of which forms a separate technical report.

This introductory Chapter is an attempt to provide the reader with a short preview of the
work presented and put the three parts in context to each other. This will hopefully provide this
compilation with the required coherence in form and content and make reading easier.

First the common elements of the three papers will be described. All the three chapters
are concerned with problems of portfolio optimization in a single stage stochastic optimization
framework. A scenario based approach to model uncertainty is followed, i.e. the randomness in
the models is always described by finitely many joint realizations of the asset returns. The ad-
vantage of this approach – apart from the relative simplicity with which complex dependencies
can be described – is, that it is mostly possible to solve the optimization problems numerically,
i.e. with the help of convex (usually linear or quadratic) interior point solvers.

A further common trait of all the papers is that the problems are of the mean risk type, i.e.
the expected returns of the portfolios are maximized while some notion of risk is controlled for.
Hence, in this work the return and the risk dimension are strictly separated – not mixed as often
done in a multi-criteria portfolio optimization.

Apart from these similarities the topics of the three chapters can essentially be divided in
two parts:

1. Optimization of the Value-at-Risk, when the distributions of the asset returns are known
and finitely supported. Chapters 2 and 3 are devoted to this problem.

2. Solving mean risk problems in a single stage stochastic problem, where there is no precise
knowledge of the involved distributions available. This topic is treated in Chapter 4.

Although the starting points for all Chapters were the respective problems and not the solu-
tion methods, it turned out that the all the problems ultimately lead to non-convex optimization
problems, which can be solved using methods of difference of convex (D.C.) programming –
which is connecting the papers on a methodological level.

While the problems in Chapter 2 are of moderate size and can be solved globally by a
especially designed Branch-and-Bound method, in Chapter 3 and 4 the so called Difference of
Convex Algorithm (DCA) is used to find local optima of bigger problems.

In the following a brief overview of the three Chapters of the thesis will be given.
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1.1 Chapter II – A D.C. Formulation of Value-at-Risk constrained
Optimization

The aim of In this report, which is joint work with Ronald Hochreiter and Georg Pflug, is to
solve non-convex mean risk models with the Value-at-Risk as a risk measure. The paper like
all other papers in this thesis assumes the random returns to have a discrete distribution (or to
be approximated by a discrete distribution) with finitely many atoms. In this way dependencies
can be modeled in a non-parametric way and scenarios can readily be obtained by resampling
historical data or from econometric models.

It is shown that in this setting the Value-at-Risk is a D.C. function and the mentioned mean
risk problem therefore corresponds to a D.C. problem. The non-convex problem of optimizing
the Value-at-Risk is rather extensively treated in the literature and there are various approxima-
tive solution techniques as well as some approaches to solve the problem globally.

The reformulation as D.C. problem provides structural insight into the nature of the problem,
which can be exploited to devise a Branch-and-Bound algorithm for finding global solutions for
small to medium sized instances. Using this algorithm relatively small portfolio optimization
problems can be solved to global optimality.

The discussion of the possibility to refine ε-optimal solutions obtained from the Branch-
and-Bound framework via local search heuristics concludes the chapter.

This paper is separately available in [81] or online via Optimization Online (http://www.
optimization-online.org/).

1.2 Chapter III – A new method for Value-at-Risk constrained op-
timization using the Difference of Convex Algorithm

In this part of the thesis the Value-at-Risk problem is once again investigated with the aim of
solving problems of realistic sizes in relatively short time. Since the Value at Risk optimization
can be shown to be a NP hard problem, this can only be achieved by sacrificing on the guaranteed
globality of the solutions. Therefore a local solution technique for unconstrained D.C. problems
called Difference of Convex Algorithm (DCA) is employed.

To use the DCA the problem has to first be transformed into a unconstrained problem by
exact penalization. The DCA in its complete form requires to iteratively solve non-convex (to be
precise convex maximization) problems to obtain approximations for the corresponding primal
and dual solutions. To avoid having to solve these non-convex problems, there exists the so
called simplified DCA with weaker convergence properties for which the non-convex problems
are substituted by convex ones. A hybrid version of the algorithm for the considered problem,
which in our case preserves the favorable convergence properties of the complete DCA as well
as the computational tractability of the simplified DCA is proposed.

The results are tested for small instances and the solutions are shown to actually coincide
with the global optima obtained in Chapter 2 in most of the cases. For realistic problem sizes
the proposed method is shown to consistently outperform known heuristic approximations im-
plemented in commercial software.
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This paper is separately available in [80] or online via Optimization Online (http://www.
optimization-online.org/).

1.3 Chapter IV – A Framework for Optimization under Ambiguity

The last Chapter of this Thesis is devoted to a different topic which received much attention in
the recent stochastic programming literature: the topic of robust optimization. More specifically
the aim is to robustify single stage stochastic optimization models with respect to uncertainty
about the distributions of the random variables involved in the formulation of the stochastic
program. The framework is designed with the application of robust portfolio selection in mind.
The aim of the paper is to explore ways of explicitly taking into account ambiguity about the
model, when finding a decision and imposing only very weak restrictions on possible probability
models that are taken into consideration.

The main idea is the following: since in a stochastic programming framework randomness
is explicitly incorporated, a prerequisite for solving such problems is the knowledge of the
distribution P of the random variables used in the formulation of the problem.

If the probability measure P is unknown – as it is the case in most applications – usually
an estimate P̂ is used as a proxy for the real P. In the approach pursued here an estimate P̂
for P serves as a reference measure, but the goal is that the solution also behaves well, if the
true distribution P does not coincide with P̂ exactly, i.e. we aim to find solutions that are to
some degree stable with respect to model misspecification. Ambiguity is defined as the possible
deviation from the discrete reference measure P̂ and modeled by a so called ambiguity set B.
B is chosen such that it contains all the measures that can reasonably be assumed to be the
real measure P given the available data. Following the idea to devise a general approach not
restricted by assuming P to be from any specific parametric family, we define our ambiguity
sets by the use of general probability metrics. Relative to these measures a worst case approach
is adopted to robustify the problem.

The resulting optimization problems turn out to be infinite problems in the space of mea-
sures. To cope with these the exposed points of Kantorovich neighborhoods of discrete mea-
sures P̂ are identified as discrete measures with at most three atoms more than P̂. This result is
subsequently used to reduce the infinite problems to non-convex semi-definite problems.

In the last part of the paper we show how to solve these problems numerically for the exam-
ple of a mean risk portfolio selection problem with Expected Shortfall under a Threshold as the
risk measure. The DCA in combination with an iterative algorithm to approximate the infinite
set of constraints by finitely many ones is used to obtain numerical solutions.

This paper is separately available in [79] or online via Optimization Online (http://www.
optimization-online.org/).

1.4 Appendices

The technical reports presented in Chapters 2, 3 and 4 are designed to be published in scientific
journals and written accordingly. Owing to this structure at certain points the arguments are not
provided in the detail this would have been possible in a classical thesis.
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Therefore two technical appendices to make up for the lack of detail which might occur at
certain places of the work are provided. In particular one of the appendices is devoted to D.C.
functions and the Difference of Convex Algorithm which will be used in two of the three papers,
but is not described in detail there. All the results (including the proofs) which where used in
this work are discussed in this Appendix. This decisions was motivated by the fact that the
results on the DCA are scattered among many papers and – to the best of the authors knowledge
– there is no single accessible paper or textbook summarizing these results and at the same time
providing self sufficient proofs. The Appendix is also used to discuss a new variant of the DCA
– the hybrid DCA proposed in 3 – and prove that it has convergence properties comparable to
the complete DCA while being computationally less demanding.

The second appendix is concerned with the properties of exposed and extreme points of
convex sets and is crucial for the understanding of Chapter 4 of this work. The reason for
the detailed discussion of this topic are similar to the ones for Appendix A. The results on
extreme and exposed points are not readily available in any textbook or single scientific article
– especially the rather general version of Straszewicz Theorem (i.e. exposed points are dense
in the extreme points of a compact set) which is central for the arguments in Chapter 4 of
this thesis, is mentioned in passing in some papers but – again to the best of my knowledge –
nowhere completely proven.



CHAPTER 2

A D.C. Formulation of Value-at-Risk
constrained Optimization

In this paper we present a representation of Value-at-Risk

(V@R) as a difference of convex (D.C.) functions in the case

where the distribution of the underlying random variable is dis-

crete and has finitely many atoms. The D.C. representation is

used to study a financial risk-return portfolio selection problem

with a V@R constraint. A Branch-and-Bound algorithm that

numerically solves the problem exactly is given. Numerical ex-

periments with historical asset returns from representative mar-

ket indices are performed to apply the algorithm to real-world

financial market data.

2.1 Introduction

Value-at-Risk (V@R, see e.g. [45]) is an important topic for modern financial risk management,
especially due to regulatory reasons in the context of Basel-II for the banking sector, as well as
Solvency-II for the insurance sector. From an economic point of view, a t-day V@R at α of
$x means that the financial portfolio will incur a loss of $x with probability (1−α) by the end
of a t-day holding period, if the composition remains fixed over this period. Both the holding
period and the confidence level is determined by either regulatory authorities (if V@R is used
for the calculation of regulatory capital), or by companies themselves for the purpose of internal
risk management. See [51] for a detailed discussion of V@R for quantitative risk management
purposes.

The Value-at-Risk of a random variable X is defined as

V @Rα(X) = inf{u : FX(u)≥ α}= F−1
X (α), 0 < α < 1,

where FX is the distribution function of X .
V@R was first proposed by the global financial services firm JPMorgan Chase & Co. as

a measure of acceptability for a financial position with random return. If V@Rα is taken to
be quantile function of the return distribution of X , then V@Rα is said to be an acceptability
functional. A higher value indicates a more acceptable, i.e. better, less riskier portfolio. If
on the other hand X represents the random losses, then V @R1−α is a risk functional. High
values indicate higher risk and thereby worse portfolios. See [56] for an in-depth discussion of
acceptability and risk functionals. In this paper we consider X as anticipated (random) returns,
and therefore consider V@Rα as an acceptability functional.
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However V@Rα – being the quantile of the return distribution – has the undesirable property
of being non-concave. The non-concavity of the quantile function has two major drawbacks, one
being of practical and the other of technical nature. The practical drawback is that Value-at-Risk
may penalize diversification, i.e. given two financial positions, and their anticipated (random)
future returns X and Y it might be that

V @Rα(X +Y ) < V @Rα(X)+V @Rα(Y ), (2.1)

which contradicts financial common sense and is a violation of the requirements specified in
[11] and [12] for coherent risk measures - in particular V@R is not sup-additive.

The technical problem stemming from non-concavity is that Value-at-Risk constraint makes
optimization problems computationally intractable. Maximizing Value-at-Risk or minimizing a
convex function under a Value-at-Risk constraint leads to a non-convex optimization problem,
which consequently is hard to solve.

To use Value-at-Risk in a decision optimization framework, we will formulate it as a
Stochastic Program, and consider the following non-convex portfolio optimization problem:

max E
(
w>ξ

)
s.t. ∑

m
i=1 wi = 1

wi ≥ 0, 1≤ i≤ m
V @Rα

(
w>ξ

)
≥ a,

(2.2)

where wi denotes the relative weight of asset i in the portfolio, ξi the random return of asset i
and w>ξ = ∑

m
i=1 wiξi.

Because of the shortcomings of V@R mentioned above it is often replaced by the Average
Value-at-Risk (AV@R, also called Conditional Value-at-Risk) in practical applications of opti-
mization problems of the type (2.2) (see for example [10]). The Average Value-at-Risk AV@Rα

of a random variable X is defined as

AV @Rα(X) =
1
α

∫
α

0
F−1

X (t)dt for 0 < α ≤ 1, (2.3)

where again X ∼ FX , and F−1
X is the inverse distribution function of X . The reason for the

popularity of AV@R is threefold

1. AV@R is relatively easy to incorporate into optimization problems like (2.2). In the case
of discrete random variables a linear programming formulation exists, as shown in [65]
and [78].

2. AV@R is a coherent risk measure (see [55]), and does not suffer from the problems de-
scribed in (2.1).

3. Additionally the Average Value-at-Risk is a concave lower minorant of the Value-at-Risk
and therefore the function w 7→ AV @Rα(w>ξ ) is a lower bound for the function w 7→
V @Rα(w>ξ ).
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Therefore one could replace (2.2) by the following conservative approximation

max E
(
w>ξ

)
s.t. ∑

m
i=1 wi = 1

wi ≥ 0, 1≤ i≤ m
AV @Rα

(
w>ξ

)
≥ a.

As mentioned above this problem can be formulated as a linear program and therefore solved
efficiently with standard optimization packages.

However, due to the importance of Value-at-Risk for the financial industry, numerous ap-
proaches have been proposed to solve problems of type (2.2). The approaches can be divided
into two groups: approximation methods, and global optimization methods. One of the old-
est technique is to solve a different parametric optimization problem (e.g. the mean-variance
problem or the AV @R constrained problem), and find a point on the risk-return space on the ef-
ficient frontier, for which the V@R is exactly as required (see [60] for an overview). Obviously
such an approach does not solve the V@R constrained problem (2.2). Other approximations
use smoothing techniques (see [35]), concave minorants (see [47]), or quadratic approximations
(see [73]).

Under some distributional assumptions, the V@R constrained problem becomes numeri-
cally tractable. In particular, if the vector ξ is multivariate normal, then the mapping w 7→
V @Rα(w>ξ ) is concave and the V@R-constraint coincides with the variance constraint (up to
a constant). The same holds for the multivariate lognormal family. This property was e.g. used
by [32], [13] and [58] to study V@R-constrained portfolio problems for the continuous time Ge-
ometric Brownian Motion model. In general, all elliptical distributions allow the reformulation
of optimization problems involving V@R as objective or as constraint to a quadratic or quadrat-
ically constrained problem respectively (see [73]). In [52] robust optimization techniques are
used to approximate V@R.

A straightforward approach to solve (2.2) exactly can be based on a mixed-integer program
formulation of the problem (see for example [16]). Although this problem is hard (NP-complete
in the strong sense, see [16]) some heuristic solution schemes have been designed, such as
random search with threshold acceptance (see [37] and [38]), or evolutionary computation tech-
niques (see [42]). In [20] complete enumeration on the risk-return grid is used to find near
optimal portfolios for the V@R portfolio optimization problem. Pang and Leyffer [53] formu-
late the problem as a linear program with equilibrium constraints to derive lower and upper
bounds for a Branch-and-Bound solution. Cheon et al. [22] propose a solution technique for the
more general class of probabilistically constrained linear programs which is based on a Branch-
Reduced-Cut algorithm.

The approach we pursue in this paper is slightly different. We consider the special case
where the involved distributions are discrete with a finite number of atoms, i.e. we treat Value-at-
Risk in a finite scenario-based stochastic programming framework. In the case of finitely many
scenarios we give a representation of the V@R as the difference of convex (D.C.) functions, i.e.
we show that the V@R is a D.C. function.

To solve problem (2.2) we use a Branch-and-Bound algorithm for optimizing D.C. functions,
which is a modification of an algorithm given in [44]. The algorithm finds the global optimum
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of the given D.C. problem. Numerical experiments using financial market data substantiate the
applicability of the approach.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2.2 the D.C. reformulation of V@R is dis-
cussed. Sections 2.3 and 2.4 discuss the Branch-and-Bound algorithm, that is used to calculate
global solutions, in detail. Section 2.5 presents a set of numerical results based on real-world
financial market data, while Section 2.6 concludes the paper.

2.2 Reformulation of V@Rα as a D.C. function

We will consider the classical bi-criteria asset allocation problem based on Markowitz seminal
paper [50] on portfolio selection. An investor has to choose a portfolio from a set of investment
possibilities (financial assets) I with finite cardinality m = |I | to invest her available budget.
The bi-criteria problem stems from the fact that the investor aims at maximizing her return while
controlling the risk of the chosen portfolio at the same time. The idea to maximize return under
a risk constraint became very popular in the recent years (see for example [48] or [2]) and also
has been extended to a multi-stage stochastic programming setting (see [56] or [67]). We will
apply this general idea to a setting, where V@R is used as the risk functional, as shown in (2.2),
i.e. maximize the expected return subject to a V@R lower bound.

The assumption that wi ≥ 0 in (2.2) is made for the sake of convenience and could easily be
relaxed in favor of an arbitrary boundedness assumption of the form wi ∈ [ai,bi] with ai, bi ∈R
(in particular the possibility of short sales could be incorporated). For our approach to work, we
need the following assumption.

Assumption 1. The distribution of the random asset returns ξ = (ξ1, . . . ,ξm) is a discrete dis-
tribution with finitely many atoms, i.e. there are S ∈N scenarios for the joint realizations of the
random variables ξi. The (m×1) vector of realizations of ξ in scenario s will be denoted by ξ s

and the probability of the scenario will be denoted by ps.

Assuming that random variables have discrete distributions is a common approach in
stochastic programming and has the advantage that the random variables can easily be described
in terms of empirical data, either by using historical realizations as scenarios directly, or by ap-
plying resampling techniques. The obvious advantage over models where the random variables
are assumed to follow a distribution from a specific parametric family is that certain features
like heavy tails, and non-normal skewness or kurtosis can easily be captured, especially in the
highly multi-variate case.

As already mentioned V@Rα(X) is non-concave in X , and therefore the problem (2.2) can-
not be solved by standard convex programming techniques. However, it turns out that – in the
discrete case – it can be reformulated to a difference of convex (D.C.) problem. To facilitate this
reformulation we make Assumption 2.

Assumption 2. Assume that all the scenarios have equal probabilities, i.e.

ps =
1
S
, 1≤ s≤ S.
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Assumption 2 is made for the sake of simplicity of presentation. It is for example satisfied,
if empirical data is used as scenarios but also if scenarios are generated from some parametric
model and not explicitly re-weighted. However, Remark 2.2 shows, that the V@R functional is
a D.C. function even in the case of unequal weights and the results of this paper can be extended
to this case.

Given the above assumptions problem (2.2) becomes

max 1
S ∑

S
s=1 w>ξ s

s.t. ∑
m
i=1 wi = 1

wi ≥ 0
V @Rα

(
w>ξ

)
≥ a.

(2.4)

Although we will restrict ourselves to the above problem in the rest of the paper, our proposed
methodology can easily be adapted to other cases, e.g. problems with more involved convex
portfolio constraints, or problems with V@R as the objective function.

If the above two assumptions are satisfied, we can derive a D.C. formulation of the V@R
in the following way. If X follows a discrete distribution taking the values x1, . . . ,xn with equal
probability (in our case X represents the anticipated (random) returns of the portfolio, i.e. X =
w>ξ ), then

AV @R k
n
(X) =

n
k

k

∑
i=1

xi:n
1
n

=
1
k

k

∑
i=1

xi:n, (2.5)

where x1:n ≤ x2:n ≤ ·· · ≤ xn:n is the set of ordered values of X . Therefore

V @Rα(X) = xk:n = kAV @R k
n
(X)− (k−1)AV @R k−1

n
(X)

with k = [αn]. Hence under the above assumptions, V@Rα(X) can be written as the difference
of the two concave functions

kAV @R k
n
(X) and (k−1)AV @R k−1

n
(X).

Therefore, problem (2.4) becomes

max 1
S ∑

S
s=1 w>ξ s

s.t. ∑
m
i=1 wi = 1

wi ≥ 0
kAV @R k

n
(w>ξ )− (k−1)AV @R k−1

n
(w>ξ ) ≥ a,

or equivalently can be written as a minimization problem with a D.C. constraint:

min − 1
S ∑

S
s=1 w>ξ s

s.t. ∑
m
i=1 wi = 1

wi ≥ 0
(−kAV @R k

n
(w>ξ ))− (−(k−1)AV @R k−1

n
(w>ξ )) ≤ −a.

(2.6)
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Value of ξ1 Value of ξ2 Probability
−1

2 −
1
2k

1
2 −

1
2k

1
2k+1

1
2 + 1

2k −1
2 + 1

2k
1

2k+1

Table 2.1: Joint distribution of ξ1 and ξ2 for Remark 2.1, k ∈N

We use the latter formulation in this paper. Since we want to apply a variant of algorithm X.5
outlined in [44], we require the problem to be in so called canonical form:

min Ψ(x)
s.t. f (x)≤ 0, g(x)≥ 0,

(2.7)

where f : Rd → R and g : Rd → R are convex functions and Ψ : Rd → R is a linear function.
In fact every D.C. program can be reformulated to an equivalent problem in standard form (2.7)
(see [44]). In our case the reformulation is done by introducing the real variable z and writing

min − 1
S ∑

S
s=1 w>ξ s

s.t. ∑
m
i=1 wi = 1

wi ≥ 0
(−kAV @R k

n
(w>ξ ))− z ≤ −a

(−(k−1)AV @R k−1
n

(w>ξ ))− z ≥ 0.

(2.8)

Obviously problems (2.6) and (2.8) are equivalent, and the latter is in the canonical form (2.7)
with

Ψ(z,w) = −1
S

S

∑
s=1

w>ξ
s

f (z,w) = max

(
(−kAV @R k

n
(w>ξ ))− z+a,wi,

m

∑
i=1

wi−1

)
g(z,w) = (−(k−1)AV @R k−1

n
(w>ξ ))− z.

Consistent with (2.7) we will denote the vector decision variables (z,w) as x and the dimension
as d. Note that we added the splitting variable z, so that d = m+1.

The above reformulation holds under Assumption 1 & 2. Remark 2.1 shows, that if Assump-
tion 1 is violated, the V@R functional can not be represented as a D.C. function in general, while
Remark 2.2 shows that Assumption 2 can be relaxed.

Remark 2.1. In the following we will demonstrate, that there are random variables ξ1 and ξ2
such that w 7→ V @R0.5(wξ1 +(1−w)ξ2) is not D.C. on [0,1]. Let the joint distribution of ξ1
and ξ2 be given as in Table 2.1.

Further Let Xw = wξ1 +(1−w)ξ2 and q(w) = V @R0.5(Xw) with w ∈ [0,1]. Notice that the
distribution of Xw is symmetric around 0 for all w. However, since q(w) = inf{u : P{wξ1 +(1−
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Figure 2.1: Sample trajectories w 7→ wξ1 + (1−w)ξ2 (dashed lines), and the V@R-function
q(w) (in thick lines).

w)ξ2 ≤ u} ≥ 0.5} the value of q(w) equals the largest value of Xw, which is below 0, if there is
no value exactly at 0. This leads to the following form for q in the interval [0,1/2]:

q
(1

2 −
1
2k

)
= 0, k = 1,2, . . .

q
(1

2 −
3
2k

)
= − 1

2k , k = 3,4, . . . ,

and linearly interpolated between these points (see Fig. 2.1). Therefore, the derivative of q is

q′(x) = −1 for 1
2 −

1
2k < x < 1

2 −
3

2k+1 k = 1,2, . . .

q′(x) = 1 for 1
2 −

3
2k < x < 1

2 −
1
2k k = 3,4, . . .

One sees that q′ is not of bounded variation. In contrast, all D.C. functions on compact intervals
possess a derivative (where any value from the sub- and subdifferential respectively can be
chosen), which is of bounded variation. Thus q cannot be a D.C. function.

Remark 2.2. In this remark, we show that the V@R functional is always a D.C. function, if
the probability space is finite, i.e. Assumption 1 holds. Suppose that ps, 1≤ s≤ S are arbitrary
scenario probabilities and w.l.o.g. let the scenarios be ordered according to their returns. Define

ε = α−max{
k

∑
s=1

ps :
k

∑
s=1

ps < α,1≤ k ≤ S}.
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By finiteness it follows, that ε > 0. By a similar argument as above we obtain

V @Rα(X) =
α

ε
AV @Rα(X)− α− ε

ε
AV @Rα−ε(X).

Notice that (2.5) is the special case for ε = 1
n and α = k

n .

It should also be remarked, that D.C. representations are not unique. An interesting question
is how the actual D.C. representation and the properties of the two convex functions influence
the efficiency of solution techniques. See for example [74] or [17] for work in this direction.

To conclude this section, we give a D.C. representation of the k-minimum of finitely many
concave functions. An alternative D.C. representation for V@R can be deduced as a special
case of this result.

Remark 2.3. The minimum of concave functions is concave, all other order statistics including
the maximum are (in general) not. We demonstrate, that the k-minimum is a D.C. function: Let
f = ( f1, . . . , fS)> be a vector of S concave functions and let f̄ = ( f1:S, . . . , fS:S)> be the ordered
vector, where

f1:S ≤ f2:S ≤ ·· · ≤ fS:S.

The function fk:S is called the k-minimum of f1, . . . , fS. Let further

Fk = ∑
i1,...,iS−k+1

min( fi1 , . . . , fiS−k+1).

Here (i1, . . . , iS−k+1) iterates through all
(

S
k−1

)
selections of S−k+1. All Fk obviously are

concave functions. A D.C. representation of fk:S is fk:S = g1−g2 with

g1 = ∑
j+k≡0(2);1≤ j≤k

(
S− j
S− k

)
Fj

g2 = ∑
j+k≡1(2);1≤ j≤k

(
S− j
S− k

)
Fj,

where m≡ k(n) means m is equal to k modulo n.

2.3 A Branch-and-Bound Algorithm

In this section we describe a solution technique for problem (2.8). For an introduction to D.C.
programming and solution algorithms we refer to [44] or [43].

The algorithm used in this paper is a variant of the Branch-and-Bound algorithm X.5 in [44].
The units that are subject to the branching and bounding operations are cones in our decision
space Rd . Table 2.2 gives an overview of the functions and sets used in the algorithm and how
they are denoted.
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Ψ . . . the objective function to be minimized
f ,g . . . the convex functions making up the D.C. constraint f −g≤ 0
Ω . . . the set {x : f (x)≤ 0}
∆ . . . the set {x : g(x) < 0}
∂A . . . the boundary of the set A
d . . . the dimension of the space of decision variables
α . . . the best objective value of a feasible point found so far
x . . . the best feasible point found so far
Cn . . . the set of all cones in iteration n
Dn . . . the set of all cones added in iteration n by splitting up an existing cone
Ci,n . . . the i-th cone that was produced in the n-th iteration
C′i,n . . . the predecessor of cone Ci,n, i.e. the cone that C′i,n is a part of
ci . . . points in ∂∆ that define the rays of the cone C
HC,µ . . . the hyperplane {∑d

i=1 λici : ∑
d
i=1 λici = µ}, where ci are the defining points of C

βC . . . lower on Ψ in cone C
β ∗n . . . the lowest lower bound in all cones in iteration n

Table 2.2: Functions and sets used in the Branch-and-Bound algorithm.

The cones C we use can be described by d linearly independent vectors ci ∈Rd . Given the
points c1, . . . ,cd the cone C is the smallest cone containing these points, i.e.

C = {
d

∑
i=1

λici : λi > 0, 1≤ i≤ d}. (2.9)

Obviously positive rescaling of the points ci does not change the cone.
Like other Branch-and-Bound algorithms the procedure involves the following steps:

1. Computing lower bounds for the objective for every cone C.

2. Deleting cones that yield higher lower bounds than the best found feasible solution so far.

3. Splitting up the cone that yields the lowest lower bound.

4. Repeating the procedure until the lowest lower bound and the value of the best feasible
point coincide or there are no more cones.

We will shift our coordinate system in such a way, that the origin is a point w ∈ ∂Ω∩∆.
The coordinates of all the cones, hyperplanes and points mentioned below are coordinates in
this shifted coordinate system, i.e. relative to w. As indicated in Table 2.2, we represent our
cones C by points ci ∈ ∂∆. This is possible since the origin of our coordinate system is inside
the bounded set ∆.

In the following we give a brief sketch of the algorithm. The functions getW, update, lower-
Bound, maxShift used in Algorithm 1 and the division rules for the cones will be discussed
separately below.
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Algorithm 1 Outer approximation Branch-and-Bound algorithm
1: w← getW(α , µ);
2: D0← getPartition(w);
3: C0←{}; α0← ∞; β0,0←−∞

4: for every intersection z of a ray of a cone C ∈D0 with the set C do
5: if z is feasible and Ψ(z)≤ α then
6: x← z;
7: α0← f (z);
8: end if
9: end for

10:

11: n← 1;
12: while α−minCr,s βCr,s > ε do
13: for every Ci,n−1 ∈Dn−1 do
14: si← maxShi f t(Ci);
15: if si < 1 then
16: Dn−1←Dn−1\{Ci};
17: else
18: (βCi,n ,xi)← lowerBound(Ci,n−1,si);
19: βCi,n ← max(βCi,n ,βC′i,n−1

);
20: if f easible(xi) then
21: Dn−1←Dn−1\{Ci};
22: if f (xi) < α then
23: x← z;
24: α0← f (z);
25: end if
26: end if
27: end if
28: end for
29: if Dn−1 = {} and Cn−1 = {} then
30: α is the optimal value, x is an optimal point
31: break;
32: end if
33: split up C∗i, j with βC∗i, j

= minCr,s βCr,s into the set of cones Dn

34: Cn← update((Cn−1\{C∗i, j})∪Dn−1,α);
35: n← (n+1);
36: end while
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The function getW The function getW finds the point w, that serves as the origin of the coor-
dinate system used in the algorithm. The point w should be in the set ∂Ω∪∆. Such a point can
easily be found by solving the linear program

min − 1
S ∑

S
s=1 w>ξ s

s.t. ∑
m
i=1 wi = 1

wi ≥ 0
−kAV @R k

n
(w>ξ ) ≤ z

(2.10)

The function getPartition The function getPartition divides the decision space Rd into an
initial partition of d + 1 cones. Such a partition can be found by starting with a set of vectors
c1, . . . ,cd+1 such that (c1− cd+1), . . . ,(cd− cd+1) are linearly independent and

0 ∈ conv(c1, . . . ,cd+1),

where conv(c1, . . . ,cd+1) is the convex hull of the points ci.
An initial conical partition can be obtained from c1, . . . , cd+1 by defining cones accord-

ing to (2.9) for every of the (d + 1) subsets of {c1, . . . ,cd+1} with d elements. One possible
example for the choice of ci is: e1, . . . , ed , -1, where the ei are the standard basis vectors of
Rd and 1 is the vector consisting of ones. More generally, we can start with any set of lin-
early independent vectors c1, . . . , cd , and any λ = (λ1, . . . ,λd+1) > 0 with ∑

d+1
i=1 λi = 1 and set

cd+1 =− 1
λd+1

∑
d
i=1 λici.

The function maxShift The function maxShift(C) determines how far the hyperplane

HC,1 =

{
d

∑
i=1

λici :
d

∑
i=1

λi = 1

}

can be shifted outwards (i.e. away from the point w) and still touch the set Ω∩C. This can be
found out by solving the following optimization problem

max ∑
d
i=1 λi

s.t. x ∈Ω∩C
(2.11)

Clearly all feasible points in C lie between the hyperplanes HC,1 and HC,µ , where µ =
∑

d
i=1 λ ∗i and λ ∗ = (λ ∗1 , . . . ,λ ∗d ) is the optimal solution to problem (2.11). If µ is smaller than

1, then there is no feasible point in the cone C. For the further processing of the cone in the
algorithm it would be advantageous if µ is as small as possible. Since the idea is to capture
all the feasible points in C between HC,1 and HC,µ we can improve this bound by also taking a
linear overestimation of g and thereby an outer approximation of the set ∆ into account, when
solving problem (2.11).

The actual implementation therefore restricts the feasible set by linearly overestimating g
and using this estimate to determine the highest level HC,µ . This is done in the following iterative
procedure.
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Algorithm 2 maxShift
Require: cone C given by ci ∈ ∂∆, that together with w define the rays

1: find the optimal value µ0 to the problem (2.11)
2: n← 0
3: repeat
4: n← (n+1)
5: solve (2.11), with constraint ∑

d
i=1 λig(µn−1ci)≥ z to get µn = ∑

d
i=1 λ ∗i

6: until µn = µn−1
7: return (µn,∑

d
i=1 λ ∗i ci)

The linear overestimation ḡ of the function g enables us to approximate the non-convex
constraint g(x)≥ 0. The points that do not fulfill

ḡ(x) :=
d

∑
i=1

λig(µnci)≥ 0

do also not fulfill g(x) ≥ 0 and are therefore infeasible. The final value of µn there-
fore has the property, that all the feasible points in C are below the hyperplane HC,µn ={

∑
d
i=1 λici : ∑

d
i=1 λi = µn

}
.

The function lowerBounds The function lowerBounds finds lower bounds on the optimal
value in every cone C, i.e. solves the problem

max Ψ(x)
s.t. x ∈Ω∩C

ḡ(x)≥ z

Where the function ḡ is the linearized version of the function g as used in the function maxShift
for this particular cone. The point that is found here does not need to be feasible. However, if it
is feasible then the cone can be deleted, since the best feasible point in this cone is found.

The function update The function update receives a set of cones and the lowest objective
value α as arguments. The function deletes all cones where the lower bounds are higher than α

and returns the remaining cones.

2.4 Convergence & Implementation Issues

The reason for the convergence of the algorithm is the fact that the linear approximation of
∂∆∩C by the hyperplane

H1 =

{
d

∑
i=1

λici :
d

∑
i=1

λi = 1

}
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Figure 2.2: The above pictures show the splitting of the cone C in two sub-cones C1 and C2.

keeps improving as the size of the cone decreases. See Fig. 2.2 for a graphical depiction of this
fact. It is obvious that if ∂∆∩C = H1 the problem reduces to a convex optimization problem,
since the second (problematic) convex function is equal to a linear one in the cone C.

In the general version of the algorithm presented in [44] the approximation of ∂∆∩C by
H1 might never become exact as described above. Therefore the algorithm results in points that
converge to the global solution, but it is not guaranteed that the algorithm will terminate after
finitely many iterations. Furthermore, since the algorithm works with an outer approximation of
the feasible set no statement can be made about whether a feasible solution will be found at all.

In our case the situation is a little different. The set ∆ is a polyhedron and therefore the
approximation of ∂∆∩C by a hyperplane can be exact. Since by the splitting operation the
cones get smaller and smaller and finally contract to single rays, we know that after finitely
many iterations the algorithm will stop, since for all C the approximations of ∂∆∩C are exact.
A prerequisite for this is the aforementioned contraction of cones, which we will discuss in more
detail below.

There are different strategies to split up cones and since this seems to be a central point
determining the practical success of the implementation, we give a brief summary of the two
approaches applied in this work and how to combine them.

A cone is always split up along a ray. Given a point y in the cone C, we first find the point c
that lies on the line connecting w and y that intersects ∂∆. Since w∈ ∆ and ∆ is convex this point
exists and is unique. The point can be found by simple line search techniques like bisection, the
secant method or newton type methods. Let c = ∑

d
i=1 λici and I = {i : λi > 0}, then the new

cones are formed by replacing single rays ci, i ∈ I of the old cone by the new ray (defined by c).
The number of new cones |I| therefore varies between 2 and d and depends on whether the new
ray lies in the interior of C or on one of the faces.

When we talk about convergence of the algorithm in the following, we mean the closing
of the gap between the lowest lower bound β ∗n on the objective value in iteration n and the
objective value of the best found feasible solution, i.e. the convergence α−β ∗n → 0 as n→ ∞.
There might therefore be cases when a globally optimal point x∗ is already found, but since β ∗n
is still smaller than Ψ(x∗), we can not yet be sure about the optimality. In this case we say that
the algorithm did not yet converge, although we already found the optimal solution.
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2.4.1 The ω-rule

The cone that is selected for splitting is usually found by solving an optimization problem. The
idea of the ω-rule is to use the result of this optimization to find a suitable new ray to split the
cone. In our case the solution to the two programs maxShift and lowerBounds seem not to be
suitable candidates for such rays.

In practice it turned out, that it is best to use the solution (λ ∗1 , . . . ,λ ∗d ) of the optimization
problem

max ∑
d
i=1 λi

s.t. x = ∑
d
i=1 λici ∈ ∆.

(2.12)

to obtain the splitting ray ω = ∑
d
i=1 λ ∗i ci.

The point found in (2.12) is the vertex of the polyhedron ∆ with the biggest distance to the
hyperplane H1. Dividing the cone along this ray potentially reduces the gap between the linear
approximations of ∆ in the successor cones the most.

2.4.2 Bisection

Bisection is a rather simple technique to split up a cone C into two cones. The splitting happens
at the midpoint of the longest edge of the polygon H1 ∩C. The splitting of cones by bisection
obviously leads to shrinking cones and therefore to more and more accurate approximations of
∂∆. The advantage of bisection over the ω-rule is, that it is computationally much cheaper and
it produces 2 instead of potentially d sub-cones for every cone that is split up.

2.4.3 Combination of rules

The general perception in the literature (see for example [44]) is that although bisection guaran-
tees a steady convergence it usually is too slow if applied exclusively. The ω-rule on the other
hand can lead to very fast convergence, since the splitting ray is chosen in a fashion that fits to
the problem and the specific situation in the cone. However, in general it cannot be guaranteed,
that the algorithm converges, when exclusively applying the ω-rule. The reason for this is that
rays that are chosen might converge to an already existing ray and therefore lead to a smaller
and smaller partition of one particular cone that does not necessarily lead to the deletion of the
same. If this happens, the approximation of the set ∂∆ need not get better as it should for the
convergence of the algorithm.

A solution to this problem is to combine the two strategies. As we will discuss below we
apply both of the rules alternately. The repeated application of bisection ensures that the cones
contract to single rays as discussed above. Since the set ∆ has a finite number of vertices it is
obvious that the linear approximation of ∆ will become exact after a finite number of divisions.
This yields the following (finite) convergence Theorem.

Theorem 2.1. Algorithm 1 terminates after finitely many iterations. If the problem is feasible
the optimal solution is found, otherwise the termination of the algorithm proves that there is no
feasible point.
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Proof. The proof follows from the above discussion and Proposition X.12 in [44].

In the following we give an overview of possible rules that can be applied to decide on the
mix of bisection and application of the ω-rule. An approach that proved to work in practice is
to adopt the policy to always apply the ω-rule except in some cases where it is unlikely to yield
good results. In the implementation the following heuristics helped to detect these situations
and therefore to speed up the convergence of the algorithm.

1. If the point ω ∈C lies on a ray of the cone C then splitting along this ray would not lead
to a new cone and therefore the application of the ω-rule does not make sense.

2. A more strict version of the above rule would be to avoid the ω-rule if the point ω is not
central enough. This is based on the idea, that the convergence slows down if the rays
used for splitting cones are too near to already existing rays. To this end we write

ω =
d

∑
i=1

λici =
d

∑
i=1

λ
′
i

ci

||ci||2

where λ ′i = λi||ci||2 and µ = ∑
d
i=1 λ ′i . A possible measure of centrality γ(C,ω) would be

γ(C,ω) =
d

∑
i=1

(
1
n
− λ ′i

µ

)2

γ(C,w) varies from 0 in the case of equal weights for all the λ ′i (i.e. a centered ray) to
1 in the case of the new ray being identical with an already existing ray. In the actual
implementation it proved useful to calculate γ(C,ω) for every cone C that gets split up
and refrain from using the ω-rule, if γ(C,ω) is bigger than a certain threshold.

3. Define the generation G(C) of cone C as the number of splits that occurred starting from
a cone in the initial partition of the space to come to C. A rather simple rule to control the
amount of bisection, is to use the bisection whenever

G(C)≡ 0(k)

i.e. G(C) equals 0 modulo k.

4. Another heuristic that proved useful is to apply bisection whenever the convergence stalls.
It is in general not easy to assess whether the algorithm stalls or not.

(a) An obvious measure would be the progress in the last k iterations. Following this
principle one could apply bisection if the progress is less than ε in the last k itera-
tions, i.e.

β
∗
n−k−β

∗
n < ε

Switch back to the ω-rule once the difference to β ∗n−k is greater then ε .

(b) Another way of detecting a lack of progress in the ω-rule is to count how many βC

are in a close neighborhood of β ∗n . If there are to many cones in this neighborhood
switch to bisection until the specified neighborhood is cleared.
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Name Average Return Variance V @R.05 AV @R.05

US Long Bond 0.9988 0.0002908 0.9762 0.9569
Standard & Poors 100 1.0013 0.0001658 0.9773 0.9749
Nasdaq 100 1.0008 0.0004351 0.9625 0.9547
FTSE 100 1.0026 0.0003147 0.9735 0.9614
Hang Seng 1.0033 0.0003226 0.9727 0.9637

Table 2.3: Characteristics of the weekly returns of the five indices subsequently used in portfolio
optimization. Time frame: 2004-2005.

5. A sign of the malfunctioning of the ω-rule often is the splitting up of a successor of a
cone that has been split up in the last iteration. This means that the splitting did not yield
a substantial decrease in the lower bound in the resulting cone. If this phenomenon occurs
in a certain number of consecutive iterations, it seems reasonable to switch to bisection.

It should be mentioned that certain obvious optimizations and performance enhancing tricks,
that are applied in the implementation, are not discussed for the sake of brevity and to ensure
the clarity of exposition.

2.5 Numerical Results

In this section the algorithm described above is applied to real-world financial market data to
show the applicability of the approach. Weekly closing values of the following 5 indices have
been used to calculate the discrete return scenarios: US Long Bond, Standard & Poors 100,
Nasdaq 100, FTSE 100, and Hang Seng. Table 2.3 gives an overview of the characteristics of
the used data.

The optimization problems were solved using the solver MOSEK, version 5. The Branch-
and-Bound algorithm, as well as the general workflow are implemented using MatLab R2007a
on both Windows and Linux machines. The main results were calculated on a HP ProLiant DL
585 with 32GB RAM using Red Hat Enterprise Linux 5, the results in 2.5.1 were calculated on
a notebook with a Pentium Mobile Processor (1.8 GHz) 1.5GB RAM using Windows XP SP 2,
i.e. the algorithm works well on standard personal computers.

2.5.1 Run-Time Behavior

The non-smooth and non-convex behavior of V@R functional increases with the α-level that is
used and with the number of scenarios. The number of local optima in fact grows exponentially
in those parameters. The reason for this is that the V@R problem can also be viewed as the
combinatorial problem of choosing [αn] scenarios and then maximizing the expected return
under the constraint that the maximal return in these scenarios is at least a. The best portfolio
in terms of expectation among all possible choices of the [nα] scenarios is the global optimum.
See [35] for an in-depth discussion.
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Figure 2.3: The left graph shows the increase in the lowest lower bounds (over all the remaining
cones), while the right graph shows the decrease in the gap between the lowest lower bound and
the best feasible point found so far.

This decrease in convexity of the V@R functional (i.e. the increase in the number of local
minima) is also noticeable in the run time behavior of the algorithm described above. For small
values of α and a small number of scenarios the algorithm terminates very fast, while for bigger
α or a large number of scenarios the run-time behavior gets worse.

For all calculations in this paper we used the empirical distribution of two years of weekly
data, i.e. 104 scenarios and an α of 0.05. These parameters yield a runtime between 1.4 to 7771
seconds (see Table 2.4).

Fig. 2.3 shows the convergence of the algorithm as a function of time (seconds) for a = 0.98.
The rate of convergence is fast in the beginning and drops significantly during the last third of
the iterations. It also should be noted that the optimal solution is typically found in a relatively
early iteration. Closing the gap between the solution and the lowest lower bound on the objective
in the Branch-and-Bound framework, i.e. the computational verification of global optimality, is
however time consuming.

This behavior of the algorithm suggests the possibility of prematurely terminating the algo-
rithm and using the (guaranteed) ε-optimal solution found so far. In the above example for an ε

of 0.001 this could be done in iteration 77 (after 14.29 seconds) and for ε = 0.0001 after 16301
iterations (or 2592.3 seconds) as indicated by the dotted lines in the right graph. For practical
purposes both of these precisions should be enough.

We will investigate the possibility of prematurely terminating the algorithm and possible
refinements of ε-optimal solutions by means of local search heuristics in more detail below.

2.5.2 Results of Portfolio optimization

Next we present efficient frontiers for the bi-criteria V@R problem obtained by varying the
parameter a. It turns out that the interesting range for a is between the V@R of the portfolio
that consists only of the asset with the highest return (i.e. Hang Seng with V @R.05 of 0.9727
and expected weekly return 1.0033) and the last feasible value of a, which is 0.987.

In this range we performed optimizations varying the a in 0.0005 steps. In Fig. 2.4 the
dependence of the maximal returns and the portfolio compositions of the optimal portfolios on
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Figure 2.4: Efficient frontier and globally optimal portfolios for V@R constrained optimization.

the acceptance level a are depicted.
The non-concavity of the V@R shows in the plots in Fig. 2.4: at the points 0.984 and

0.9865 the efficient frontier has an inward kink that makes the function non-concave. Also the
heavy fluctuations in the asset weights can be interpreted as a consequence of the non-convexity
(convexity would ensure a continuous dependency of the solutions on the parameter a).

Table 2.4 shows the run times and number of iterations for the optimization runs in Fig. 2.4
and for the respective ε = 0.001 optimal solutions.

The runtime is consistent with the findings of the last section. The higher the parameter a,
the more involved the problem becomes. The runtime behavior for ε-optimal solutions exhibit
a similar pattern, but the runtimes as well as the number of iterations required stay at a much
lower level.

Next we demonstrate the possibility of incorporating further convex constraints into problem
(2.2). We used a slightly modified version of Algorithm 1 to compute optimal solutions for the
following problem

max E
(
w>ξ

)
s.t. ∑

m
i=1 wi = 1

0≤ wi ≤ U, 1≤ i≤ m
V @Rα

(
w>ξ

)
≥ a.

(2.13)

where U is the upper bound for the investment into a single asset. Constraints like the above
are frequently used in real life portfolio selection to prevent the optimization software from
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a Time Iterations Time (ε = 0.001) Iterations (ε = 0.001)
0.9730 5.7438 30 1.4 10
0.9735 141.59 891 1.5 10
0.9740 121.92 643 1.5 10
0.9745 111.18 489 1.4 10
0.9750 125.16 543 1.5 10
0.9755 73.292 320 1.4 10
0.9760 68.188 303 1.5 10
0.9765 170.36 882 2.4 23
0.9770 155.43 863 2.5 23
0.9775 413.64 2993 2.4 23
0.9780 738.96 5628 2.4 23
0.9785 1414.3 12636 2.3 23
0.9790 2328.3 21849 2.5 24
0.9795 3643.3 34574 5.4 43
0.9800 3336 32246 11.8 77
0.9805 2482.7 23544 14.8 94
0.9810 2305.6 20734 17.7 104
0.9815 2313.6 20390 24.4 142
0.9820 2325.5 21441 66.7 363
0.9825 2568.4 24268 94.3 579
0.9830 3504.6 35893 61.6 376
0.9835 3749.4 39414 388.8 2976
0.9840 5500.8 59114 431.8 3330
0.9845 4830.9 52113 450.6 3502
0.9850 4880 52095 560.7 4525
0.9855 5426.6 57469 1661.5 16762
0.9860 5807.7 63225 2047.9 20820
0.9865 6555.6 71719 2566.2 26463
0.9870 7771 82968 5121.3 54972

Table 2.4: Runtime of the algorithm for the results in Fig. 2.4. Runtime and the number of
iterations are reported for the exact solutions as well as for the ε = 0.001 optimal solutions.
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Figure 2.5: Efficient frontier and optimal portfolios for problem (2.13) with U = 0.5.

choosing portfolios, which consist only of very few (or in the extreme case one) assets. The
reason to impose such restrictions might be of regulatory nature or stem from the discomfort an
investor might feel with a portfolio that is not sufficiently diversified. In view of (2.1) it might be
sensible to include such restrictions when using V@R as a measure of risk, to enforce a certain
level of diversification.

Convex constraints like the above pose no difficulty to the approach outlined in this paper,
they might even improve the speed of convergence, since the feasible region is reduced by
further constraints.

Fig. 2.5 shows the results for problem (2.13) with U = 0.5.

2.5.3 Local Search

A local search algorithm was applied to evaluate, whether it might be useful to stop the Branch-
and-Bound algorithm earlier, i.e. using ε-optimal solutions, and subsequently refining these
solutions with a computationally inexpensive heuristic optimization technique.

The local search algorithm we used is sketched in Algorithm 3. This algorithm tries to im-
prove an ε-optimal portfolio weight vector w by repeated shifting of asset weight by an amount
δ . All shifted portfolios, given the upper weight bound U , are determined by function shifted-
Portfolios(). The shifting from one asset to another asset, which improves the expectation of the
resulting portfolio the most without violating the V@R constraint (evaluated by function find-
MaxExpNVaR()) is used for subsequent iterations. The local improvement is iteratively repeated
with lower values for δ until a lower bound δl is reached.
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Figure 2.6: Efficient frontier for the unconstrained problem using local search

The results of the local search improvements are shown in Fig. 2.6 for the unconstrained
problem, and in Fig. 2.7 for the constrained problem with U = 0.5 for δ = 0.25, and δl = 10−5.
The local search heuristic improves the quality of the solution significantly in most of the cases
and sometimes even finds the global optimum. This demonstrates that a combination of the pro-
posed Branch-and-Bound framework with local heuristics can be used to obtain good solutions
in relatively short time (compared to the computation time required for global optimality).

Algorithm 3 Iterative weight-based local search
Require: δ ,w,U

1: while δ > δl do
2: while w is locally improved do
3: W ← shiftedPortfolios(w,δ ,U)
4: w← findMaxExpNVaR(W )
5: end while
6: δ ← δ

2
7: end while

2.6 Conclusion

In this paper we presented a D.C. formulation of the Value-at-Risk functional in the case where
the distribution of the random returns is discrete and finitely supported. We consequently used
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Figure 2.7: Efficient frontier for problem (2.13) with U = 0.5 using local search

this representation in non-convex V@R constrained portfolio selection problems and applied a
Branch-and-Bound algorithm to solve these problems to global optimality. We demonstrated
the applicability of the approach using real market data. We further experimented with a combi-
nation of the Branch-and-Bound solution technique with a simple local search heuristic, which
improved ε-optimal solutions obtained from the Branch-and-Bound algorithm. Since both the
local search and the ε-optimal solutions are computationally relatively cheap, we were able
to significantly reduce computation time while still guaranteeing relatively good (at least ε-
optimal) solutions.

It would be an interesting topic for future research to apply efficient approximation algo-
rithms for D.C. optimization like the DCA (difference of convex algorithm, see [6]) in com-
bination with Branch-and-Bound frameworks like proposed in [3] to be able to solve portfolio
composition problems of the type (2.2) for larger data sets.



CHAPTER 3

A new method for Value-at-Risk
constrained optimization using the

Difference of Convex Algorithm

This paper treats a Value-at-Risk constrained Markowitz style

portfolio selection problem. The described problem is non-

convex stochastic problem and in the case of a discrete prob-

ability measure can be reformulated to a difference of convex

(D.C.) program. We apply the difference of convex algorithm

(DCA) to obtain solutions to the problem. Numerical results

comparing the solutions found by the DCA to the respective

global optima for relatively small problems as well as numeri-

cal studies for real life problems are given.

3.1 Introduction

Value-at-Risk (V@R, see e.g. [45]) is an important topic for modern financial risk management,
especially due to regulatory reasons in the context of Basel-II for the banking sector, as well as
Solvency-II for the insurance sector. From an economic point of view, a t-day V@R at α of $x
means that the financial portfolio will incur a loss of $x with probability (1−α) by the end of
a t-day holding period, if the composition remains fixed over this period.

The Value-at-Risk of a random variable X is defined as

V @Rα(X) = inf{u : FX(u)≥ α}= F−1
X (α), 0 < α < 1,

where FX is the distribution function of X .
V@R was first proposed by the global financial services firm JPMorgan Chase & Co. as a

measure of acceptability for a financial position with random return. If V@Rα is taken to be
the quantile function of the return distribution of X , then V@Rα is said to be an acceptability
functional. A higher value indicates a more acceptable, i.e. better, less riskier portfolio. If
on the other hand X represents the random losses, then V @R1−α is a risk functional. High
values indicate higher risk and thereby worse portfolios. See [56] for an in-depth discussion of
acceptability and risk functionals. In this paper X will represent anticipated (random) returns,
and therefore V@Rα is considered as an acceptability functional.

However V@Rα – being the quantile of the return distribution – has the undesirable property
of being non-concave. The non-concavity of the quantile function has two major drawbacks, one
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being of practical and the other of technical nature. The practical drawback is that Value-at-Risk
may penalize diversification, i.e. given two financial positions, and their anticipated (random)
future returns X and Y it might be that

V @Rα(X +Y ) < V @Rα(X)+V @Rα(Y ), (3.1)

which contradicts financial common sense and is a violation of the requirements specified in
[11] and [12] for coherent risk measures - in particular V@R is not sup-additive.

The technical problem stemming from non-concavity is that a Value-at-Risk constraint (or a
V@R objective function) makes optimization problems computationally intractable (except in
certain special cases where returns follow a parametric model, see for example [49] or [58]).
Maximizing Value-at-Risk or minimizing a convex function under a Value-at-Risk constraint
leads to a non-convex optimization problem, which consequently is hard to solve.

To use Value-at-Risk in a decision optimization framework, we will formulate the following
non-convex portfolio optimization problem for m ∈N assets:

max E
(
w>ξ

)
s.t. ∑

m
i=1 wi = 1

wi ∈ [ai,bi], 1≤ i≤ m
V @Rα

(
w>ξ

)
≥ a,

(3.2)

where wi denotes the relative weight of asset i in the portfolio, ξi the random return of asset i,
w>ξ = ∑

m
i=1 wiξi and ai, bi ∈R lower and upper bounds for the relative portfolio weights of the

assets respectively. Note that since the returns ξi are random, (3.2) is a single stage stochastic
optimization problem.

Because of the shortcomings of V@R mentioned above it is often replaced by the Average
Value-at-Risk (AV@R, also called Conditional Value-at-Risk) in practical applications of opti-
mization problems of the type (3.2) (see for example [10]). The Average Value-at-Risk AV@Rα

of a random variable X is defined as

AV @Rα(X) =
1
α

∫
α

0
F−1

X (t)dt =
1
α

∫
α

0
V @Rt(X)dt, for 0 < α ≤ 1, (3.3)

where again X ∼ FX , and F−1
X is the inverse distribution function of X . The reason for the

popularity of AV@R is threefold

1. AV@R is relatively easy to incorporate into optimization problems like (3.2). In the case
of discrete random variables a linear programming formulation exists, as shown in [65]
and [78].

2. AV@R is a coherent risk measure (see [55]), and does not suffer from the problem de-
scribed in (3.1).

3. Additionally the Average Value-at-Risk is a concave lower minorant of the Value-at-Risk
and therefore the function w 7→ AV @Rα(w>ξ ) is a lower bound for the function w 7→
V @Rα(w>ξ ).
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One could therefore conclude that the Value-at-Risk should be entirely replaced by the Av-
erage Value-at-Risk to circumvent the problems mentioned above. However, due to regulatory
frameworks such as Basel II and Solvency II Value-at-Risk remains to be an industry standard
and is widely used in portfolio planning. Therefore numerous approaches to solve problems
of the form (3.2) either exactly or approximately have been proposed in the literature (for an
overview see [81] and references therein).

This work builds on the difference of convex (D.C.) formulation of V @R derived in [81],
where a conical Branch-and-Bound algorithm for optimizing D.C. functions is used to find
global optima of (3.2). Contrary to [81], where global solutions to problem (3.2) are found by a
branch-and-bound algorithm, in this paper an approximate solution technique called difference
of convex algorithm (DCA) to the D.C. formulation of the problem. Hence, the globality of the
obtained solutions is lost, but the procedure is computationally tractable also for problems of
realistic sizes. High quality solutions can be found in reasonable time also for real life portfolio
selection problems.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 3.2 D.C. reformulation of V@R is reviewed.
Sections 3.3 discusses the DCA and its application to the problem at hand, while section 3.4
presents a set of numerical results based on real-world financial market data. Section 3.5 con-
cludes the paper.

3.2 Reformulation of V@Rα as a D.C. function

We will consider the classical asset allocation problem based on the seminal paper [50] by
Markowitz on portfolio selection. An investor has to choose a portfolio from a set of investment
possibilities (financial assets) I with finite cardinality m = |I | to invest her available budget.
The decision is taken in such a way that the expected return is maximized, while controlling
for some kind of financial risk. Incorporation of a risk measure into portfolio optimization can
either be achieved by bi-criteria optimization or by explicitly enforcing risk constraints in the
optimization problem as done in (3.2).

To reformulate problem (3.2) into a D.C. problem, we need the following assumption.

Assumption 3. The distribution of the random asset returns ξ = (ξ1, . . . ,ξm) is discrete with
finitely many atoms, i.e. there are S ∈ N scenarios for the joint realizations of the random
variables ξi. The (m×1) vector of realizations of ξ in scenario s will be denoted by ξ s and the
probability of the scenario will be denoted by ps.

Assuming that random variables have discrete distributions is a common approach in
stochastic programming and has the advantage that the random variables can easily be described
in terms of empirical data, either by using historical realizations as scenarios directly, or by ap-
plying resampling techniques. The obvious advantage over models where the random variables
are assumed to follow a distribution from a specific parametric family is that certain features
like heavy tails, and non-normal skewness or kurtosis can easily be captured, especially in the
multi-variate case.

As already mentioned V@Rα(X) is non-concave in X , and therefore the problem (3.2) can-
not be solved by standard convex programming techniques. However, it turns out that – in the
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discrete case – it can be reformulated to a difference of convex (D.C.) problem. To facilitate this
reformulation we make Assumption 4.

Assumption 4. Assume that all the scenarios have equal probabilities, i.e.

ps =
1
S
, 1≤ s≤ S.

Assumption 4 is made for the sake of simplicity of presentation. It is for example satisfied,
if empirical data is used as scenarios but also if scenarios are generated from some parametric
model and not explicitly re-weighted (in [81] it is shown, that the V@R functional is a D.C.
function even in the case of unequal weights).

Given the above assumptions problem (3.2) becomes

max 1
S ∑

S
s=1 w>ξ s

s.t. ∑
m
i=1 wi = 1

wi ∈ [ai,bi], ∀1≤ i≤ m
V @Rα

(
w>ξ

)
≥ a.

(3.4)

Although we will restrict ourselves to the above problem in the rest of the paper, our proposed
methodology can easily be adapted to other cases, e.g. problems with more involved convex
portfolio constraints, or problems with V@R as the objective function.

If the above two assumptions are satisfied, we can derive a D.C. formulation of the V@R
in the following way. If X follows a discrete distribution taking the values x1, . . . ,xn with equal
probability (in our case X represents the anticipated (random) returns of the portfolio, i.e. X =
w>ξ ), then

AV @R k
n
(X) =

n
k

k

∑
i=1

xi:n
1
n

=
1
k

k

∑
i=1

xi:n, (3.5)

where x1:n ≤ x2:n ≤ ·· · ≤ xn:n is the set of ordered values of X . Therefore

V @Rα(X) = xk:n = kAV @R k
n
(X)− (k−1)AV @R k−1

n
(X)

with k = [αn]. Hence under the above assumptions, V@Rα(X) can be written as the difference
of the two concave functions

kAV @R k
n
(X) and (k−1)AV @R k−1

n
(X).

Therefore, problem (3.4) becomes

max 1
S ∑

S
s=1 w>ξ s

s.t. ∑
m
i=1 wi = 1

wi ∈ [ai,bi], ∀1≤ i≤ m
kAV @R k

n
(w>ξ )− (k−1)AV @R k−1

n
(w>ξ )≥ a,

or equivalently can be written as a minimization problem with a D.C. constraint:

min − 1
S ∑

S
s=1 w>ξ s

s.t. ∑
m
i=1 wi = 1

wi ∈ [ai,bi], ∀1≤ i≤ m
(−kAV @R k

n
(w>ξ ))− (−(k−1)AV @R k−1

n
(w>ξ ))≤−a.

(3.6)
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3.3 Application of the DCA to problem (3.6)

The difference of convex algorithm (DCA) is an approximate solution method for unconstrained
D.C. problems of the form

inf{ f (x) = g(x)−h(x) : x ∈RN}, (3.7)

where g :RN →R and h :RN →R are convex functions.
There are two versions of the DCA: the theoretically superior but computationally hard

complete DCA and the so called simplified DCA.
The simplified DCA algorithm works by repeatedly solving the two convex optimization

problems
inf

x∈RN
{g(x̄)− (h(xk)+ 〈x− xk,yk〉)} (3.8)

and
inf

y∈RN
{h∗(y)− (g∗(yk−1)+ 〈xk,y− yk−1〉)}. (3.9)

The first problem can be viewed as a convex approximation of the original problem, while the
second problem can be thought of as a convex approximation of the dual D.C. program

inf
y∈RN

h∗(y)−g∗(y).

Note that the solution to problem (3.8) is an element of ∂g∗(yk) and likewise the solution of
(3.8) is an element of ∂h(xk).

The complete DCA differs from the simplified DCA in that it does not suffice to choose any
arbitrary element of ∂g∗(yk) and ∂h(xk) but elements which satisfy

xk+1 ∈ argmin{〈x,yk〉−h(x) : x ∈ ∂g∗(yk)} (3.10)

yk ∈ argmin{〈xk,y〉−g∗(y) : y ∈ ∂h(xk)}. (3.11)

However these problems are in general hard to solve, since they require the minimization of
concave functions −g∗ and −h.

The DCA guarantees that (g(xk)− h(xk))k∈N and (h∗(yk)− g∗(xk))k∈N are decreasing se-
quences and the limit points of (xk)k∈N and (yk)k∈N are critical points of the primal problem
(3.8) and the dual problem (3.9) respectively.

The DCA has proven to be very effective in solving many different D.C. programs (see for
example [5, 8, 26, 41, 71]) and its low computational complexity makes it possible to work with
large scale D.C. programs. For a more detailed discussion of DCA algorithm and its properties
see [7].

To apply the DCA to problem (3.2) we first need to reformulate the problem to an uncon-
strained D.C. problem by an exact penalty approach: we start by defining the set C to be the set
of portfolio decisions in which the convex constraints of problem (3.2) are fulfilled. Using the
convex indicator function χC of C we can rewrite (3.6) as

min − 1
S ∑

S
s=1 w>ξ s + χC(w)

s.t. (−kAV @R k
n
(w>ξ ))− (−(k−1)AV @R k−1

n
(w>ξ )) ≤ −a (3.12)
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and thus penalize for not fulfilling the respective convex constraints represented by C.
To penalize for the last remaining constraint note that

max(V @Rα(w>ξ )+a,0) = max
(
−kAV @R k

n
(w>ξ )+a,−(k−1)AV @R k−1

n
(w>ξ )

)
+ (k−1)AV @R k−1

n
(w>ξ ). (3.13)

using the fact that the pointwise maximum of finitely many D.C. functions fi = gi− hi with
1≤ i≤M ∈N can be written as

max
i

fi = max
i

(
gi−∑

j 6=i
h j

)
−∑

j
g j.

Using the results on exact penalization of D.C. programs from [9], for some τ > 0 we finally
rewrite (3.12) as the equivalent problem

min − 1
S

S

∑
s=1

w>ξ
s + χC(w)+ τ

[
max

(
−kAV @R k

n
(w>ξ )+a,−(k−1AV @R k−1

n
(w>ξ )

)
+ (k−1)AV @R k−1

n
(w>ξ )

]
. (3.14)

Now define

g(w) = −1
S

S

∑
s=1

w>ξ
s + χC(w)+ τmax

(
−kAV @R k

n
(w>ξ )+a,−(k−1)AV @R k−1

n
(w>ξ )

)
h(x) = −τ(k−1)AV @R k−1

n
(w>ξ ),

we have derived a problem of the form (3.7) and thus can apply the DCA. In our case (3.8) is
the linear program

min − 1
S ∑

S
s=1 w>ξ s + τM−〈w,yk〉

s.t. −kAV @R k
n
(w>ξ )+a ≤M

−(k−1AV @R k−1
n

(w>ξ ) ≤M
w ∈C,

(3.15)

since the constant terms h(w) and 〈wk,yk〉 do not influence the solution of (3.8) but only the
optimal value.

To solve problem (3.9) we observe that for a given wk any solution w∗ of

inf
w∗∈RN

{h∗(w∗)−〈wk,w∗〉)}.

is just an element in ∂h(wk). To find such elements we recall from (3.5), that

h(w) =−τ(k−1)AV @R k−1
n

(w>ξ ) =−τ

k−1

∑
i=1

ri:n(w)
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where the ri:n are the ordered returns depending on the portfolio w. The dependence of h on w
is twofold: the return ri = w>ξ i in each of the scenarios ξ i is dependent on w and the ordering
of the returns (which in turn determines which of the ri are summed) depends on w as well.
These two dependencies render the mapping w 7→ AV @R piecewise linear. For a given wk the
subgradients are therefore convex combinations of the gradient of the linear functions defining
AV @R k−1

n
locally. Let us observe this a little more closely and note that ∂h(wk) = {∇h(w)} if

r(k−1):n < rk:n because in this case w 7→ AV @R k−1
n

(w) is linear in a neighborhood of wk.

If on the other hand side the following situation occurs for a given wk

r1:n ≤ ·· ·rs−1:n < rs:n = · · ·= rk−1:n = rk:n = · · ·= rt:n < rt+1:n ≤ ·· · ≤ rn:n

then ∇h(wk) does not exist, i.e. ∂h(wk) contains more than one element. Let us assume w.l.o.g.
that the ordering of the returns above coincides with the scenario numbers, i.e. ri:n = wk>ξ i = ri

then following the above remark ∂h(wk) can be written as the convex hull of the following
vectors

V =

{
s−1

∑
i=1

∇ri(w)+ ∑
j∈J

∇r j(w) : J ⊂ {s, . . . , t}, |J|= (k− s−2)

}
. (3.16)

To solve problem (3.11) in our setting we therefore just have to find

yk ∈ argmin{〈xk,y〉−g∗(y) : y ∈V}

which is easy, since |V | < ∞. Note that g∗(y) for a y ∈ V is just the optimal value of (3.15) for
yk = y. Therefore we can actually solve the non-convex problem (3.11) by enumeration. To
apply the complete DCA we would have to solve (3.10) as well. Unfortunately problem (3.10)
can not be solved in that fashion and we have to contend ourselves with finding an arbitrary
element of ∂g∗(yk) by solving problem (3.15). We therefore apply a hybrid of simplified and
complete version of the DCA.

3.4 Applications

In this section we test the algorithm by applying it to real market data. In section 3.4.1 we
compare the globally optimal portfolios obtained in [81] to the optimal portfolios from the
DCA. In sections 3.4.2 we compute optimal portfolios for a large data set to demonstrate the
applicability of the approach to realistically sized problems, which can no longer be solved to
global optimality.

All optimization problems were solved using the solver MOSEK, version 5. The calcula-
tions we performed on a notebook with a Pentium Mobile Processor (1.8 GHz) 1.5GB RAM
using Windows XP SP 2.

3.4.1 Comparison with global optima

In the following we compare results obtained for problem (3.6) by applying the DCA with
results we obtained in [81]. Weekly closing values of the following 5 indices have been used
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Name Average Return Variance V @R.05 AV @R.05

US Long Bond 0.9988 0.0002908 0.9762 0.9569
Standard & Poors 100 1.0013 0.0001658 0.9773 0.9749
Nasdaq 100 1.0008 0.0004351 0.9625 0.9547
FTSE 100 1.0026 0.0003147 0.9735 0.9614
Hang Seng 1.0033 0.0003226 0.9727 0.9637

Table 3.1: Characteristics of the weekly returns of the five indices subsequently used in portfolio
optimization. Time frame: 2004-2005.

to calculate the discrete return scenarios: US Long Bond, Standard & Poors 100, Nasdaq 100,
FTSE 100, and Hang Seng. Table 3.1 gives an overview of the characteristics of the used data.

In Figure 3.1 we present efficient frontiers for the bi-criteria V@R problem (3.6) obtained
by varying the parameter a. It turns out that the interesting range for a is between the V@R of
the portfolio that consists only of the asset with the highest return (i.e. Hang Seng with V @R.05
of 0.9727 and expected weekly return 1.0033) and the last feasible value of a, which is 0.987.
We choose α = 0.05 and ai = 0, bi = 1 for all i = 1, . . . ,m.

In this range we performed optimizations varying the a in 0.0005 steps. In Fig. 3.1 the
dependence of the maximal returns and the portfolio compositions of the optimal portfolios on
the acceptance level a are depicted.

We see that the performance of the DCA relative to the Branch-and-Bound algorithm mainly
depends on the parameter a. In particular three observations can be made looking at the graph.

1. Surprisingly the DCA finds the global optima for the respective problems for a ranging
from 0.972 to 0.9785. Also the portfolio compositions obtained by the DCA and the
Branch-and-Bound algorithm are very similar in this area as Figure 3.1 shows.

2. For values of a ranging from 0.9785 to 0.9835 the DCA finds solutions but these solutions
are inferior to the solutions found by the global Branch-and-Bound method for some of
the points in on the efficient frontier.

3. For a from 0.984 to 0.987 the DCA is not able to find feasible points for the problem
(3.6).

The decreasing quality of the solutions with the parameter a are in line with the observations
made in [81], where it was found that increasing a makes the problem computationally harder
(expressed in terms of number of iterations and computing time needed by the Branch-and-
Bound algorithm).

However, the fact that the DCA actually finds global solutions shows that the method in
general yields good solutions of (3.6). Because of the comparatively low runtime the algorithm
will be preferable to a global solution approach in practice. See table 3.2 for a comparison of
the respective computing times of the DCA and the Branch-and-Bound algorithm.
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Figure 3.1: Efficient frontier and optimal portfolios for problem (3.6) computed with the
Branch-and-Bound algorithm from [81] (blue) and with the DCA (dashed, red).
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a Time Branch-and-Bound Time DCA
0.9730 5.7438 0.7463
0.9740 121.92 0.7377
0.9750 125.16 0.7713
0.9760 68.188 0.7634
0.9770 155.43 0.8295
0.9780 738.96 0.693
0.9790 2328.3 0.7054
0.9800 3336 0.7566
0.9810 2305.6 0.7560
0.9820 2325.5 0.812
0.9830 3504.6 0.7122

Table 3.2: Runtime of the DCA algorithm versus the Branch-and-Bound algorithm in seconds.

3.4.2 Application of DCA to large data sets

To demonstrate the ability of the DCA to solve bigger problems and therefore its applicability in
practice, we repeat the analysis of the last section with daily return data of the assets comprising
the Dow Jones Industrial index. Our scenario set consists of the 251 daily returns for 30 assets
observed in the year 2007. Furthermore we choose α = 0.1 and ai = 0 and bi = 1 for all i =
1, . . . ,m. The size of the scenario set and the choice of a relatively large α makes it impossible
to solve the respective problem to global optimality.

To have a benchmark of the performance of the DCA algorithm we compare the results with
the results obtained by a variant of a well known heuristic to optimize V @R portfolios (see
[47]). The described method is a simple yet effective technique to maximize the Value-at-Risk
of a portfolio. The main idea is the approximation of the Value-at-Risk by the Average Value-
at-Risk and iterative application of a truncation operation. The algorithm performs well even
on vast data sets and is widely applied in the industry. Algorithm A1 from [47] adapted to
our situation is described below. For a justification of the steps in the algorithm we refer to the
original paper.

1. Fix C as a lower bound on expectation, a parameter for the Value-at-Risk α and a param-
eter for the heuristic 0 < ζ < 1.

2. Set α0 = α , i0 = 0 and n = 0.

3. Solve the problem

maxx AV @Rαn(∑
S
i=in x>ξ i)

s.t. E(w>ξ ) ≥C
w>ξ i ≤ γ, i≤ in
w>ξ i ≥ γ, i > in
ai ≤ x ≤ bi, ∀1≤ i≤ m
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Expectations V @R0.1 (A1) V @R0.1 (DCA) difference active A1 active DCA
1.002537 0.984289 0.984300 0.000012 30 3
1.002468 0.984660 0.984800 0.000140 2 3
1.002409 0.985002 0.985300 0.000298 2 3
1.002337 0.985417 0.985800 0.000383 3 4
1.002264 0.985764 0.986300 0.000536 3 5
1.002163 0.985755 0.986800 0.001045 3 5
1.002058 0.986191 0.987300 0.001109 30 5
1.001945 0.986377 0.987800 0.001423 9 4
1.001811 0.987042 0.988300 0.001258 29 5
1.001657 0.987873 0.988800 0.000927 30 5
1.001504 0.988458 0.989300 0.000846 5 6
1.001409 0.989338 0.989800 0.000462 7 5

Table 3.3: Optimal expected returns, Value-at-Risk and number of active assets for daily return
data for Dow Jones assets for Algorithm A1 from [47] and the DCA.

4. Call the solution of the above problem wn and sort the scenarios ξ i according to their
returns ri = w>n ξ i.

5. Set n = n+1, bn = α +(1−α)(1−ζ )n, in = [S(1−b)] and αn = 1− 1−α

bn
.

6. If in ≤ [S/α] go to step 3 otherwise exit.

The comparison between the two methods is carried out by first running the DCA algorithm
for a set of given V@R constraints and subsequently using the optimal expectations as con-
straints in the above heuristic algorithm. In our concrete example the range of r.h.s. values a for
the V @R problem is chosen to be [0.9843,0.99] and is traversed by a loop in 0.0005 steps. The
lower bound 0.9843 is the value of the right hand side of problem (3.2) for which the optimal
portfolio consists only of the asset with the highest expected return. The upper bound is the
highest value for which the DCA still finds a feasible solution for (3.2).

The results of the comparison are compiled in Table 3.3 and depicted in Figure 3.2.
The results show that the approximate algorithm from [47] yields similar performance for

low values of a, while the performance decreases relative to the DCA when a gets bigger, i.e.
the problem gets harder to solve. Table 3.3 also shows that the number of active assets, i.e. the
number of assets whose portfolio contributions are different from 0, is in most cases smaller for
solutions obtained with the DCA algorithm, implying that the DCA is closer to the real V @R
bound and hence chooses a more risky (and less diversified portfolio).

3.5 Conclusion

In this paper we reviewed the D.C. formulation of the Value-at-Risk functional presented in
[81]. We used the representation to formulate a classical Markowitz type portfolio selection
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Figure 3.2: Efficient frontiers for V @R0.1. Approximate algorithm is depicted in red, while the
results from the DCA are blue.

problem with V @R constraint. This problem in turn is approximately solved by the DCA, a
generic approximate solution technique for D.C. problems. We demonstrated that the DCA
algorithm yields good results by comparing the solutions obtained by the DCA with the global
solutions from [81]. The DCA finds global optima for small values of a and generally produces
slightly suboptimal portfolios for higher values of a.

To demonstrate the applicability to problems of realistic size, we tested the algorithm on
a data set that consists of the daily return data of the Dow Jones assets for the year 2007 (i.e.
the 30 assets and 251 data points). We demonstrate that in this setting the proposed algorithm
clearly outperforms existing approximation schemes for the Value-at-Risk.



CHAPTER 4

A Framework for Optimization under
Ambiguity

In this paper, single stage stochastic programs with ambiguous

distributions for the involved random variables are considered.

Though the true distribution is unknown, existence of a refer-

ence measure P̂ enables the construction of non-parametric am-

biguity sets as Kantorovich balls around P̂. The resulting ro-

bustified problems are infinite optimization problems and can

therefore not be solved computationally. To solve these prob-

lems numerically, equivalent formulations as finite dimensional

non-convex, semi definite saddle point problems are proposed.

Finally an application from portfolio selection is studied for

which methods to solve the robust counterpart problems explic-

itly are proposed and numerical results for sample problems are

computed.

4.1 Introduction

In this paper, a general framework, that can be used to deal with model uncertainty in stochas-
tic optimization models, is developed. More specifically the aim is to robustify single stage
stochastic optimization models with respect to uncertainty about the distributions of the ran-
dom variables involved in the formulation of the stochastic program.

The paper extends work that was done in [54] to a more general setting.
We consider the following stochastic programming problem

supx∈Rm F(x,P)
s.t. G(x,P) ≤ 0

H(x) ≤ 0,
(4.1)

where P is an element of P(Rd) the set of probability measures on Rd , F :Rm×P(Rd)→R

is concave in the first variable and linear in the probability measure P, the function G : Rm×
P(Rd)→R is convex in the first variable and H :Rm→R is a convex function.

If the measure P is known and the involved functions are nice the above problem can be
solved either explicitly or at least numerically, thus yielding a solution x which takes the statis-
tical uncertainty about the random variables in the problem formulation into account. However,
in many practical situations the measure P is not known exactly. It is known that many stochas-
tic programming problems are very sensitive to changes in the underlying distributions of the
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random variables (see [46] or [23]). Therefore it is reasonable to consider robust versions of
problem (4.1), i.e. to introduce a so called ambiguity set B ⊆P(Rd) which represents the
ambiguity about the real measure P. More precisely it is assumed that (with high probability)
the real measure P is an element of B.

Given B, the robust counterpart of (4.1) that is considered looks like

supx∈Rm infQ∈B F(x,Q)
s.t. G(x,Q) ≤ 0, ∀Q ∈B

H(x) ≤ 0.
(4.2)

Note that the robustness is achieved by a worst case approach in the objective function as well
as in the constraints. However, we work with an ambiguity set B which usually is relatively
small in comparison to P(Rd), and the worst case is relative to this set.

Like in [54] we construct the ambiguity sets as Kantorovich neighborhoods of the empirical
measure P̂n (constructed from a sample of size n), where

P̂n =
1
n

n

∑
i=1

δξi (4.3)

In specific, we set

B = Bε(P̂) = {Q ∈P(Rd) : dK(P̂,Q)≤ ε} (4.4)

where dK is the so called Kantorovich (or Wasserstein) metric for probability measures defined
as

dr
K(P1,P2) = inf

γ(A×Ω)=P1(A), γ(Ω×A)=P2(A)

(∫
||x− y||rdγ(x,y)

) 1
r

, (4.5)

where ‖u− v‖1 = ∑i |ui − vi| (see [36] for a short introduction to the subject of probability
metrics and [61] for an extensive review). Here, we will work with r = 1. The space (P(C),d1

K)
is a compact, separable, complete metric space for a compact set C ⊆ Rd . The topology on
(P(C),d1

K) is the weak (star) topology induced by the continuous functions on C.
In the terminology of [14] the problem with P = P̂ serves as the nominal or baseline instance

of the problem, while the ambiguous counterpart is the robustified version, where ε quantifies
the degree of ambiguity in the model.

The purpose of this paper is to solve problem (4.2) with B = Bε(P̂) without further as-
sumptions. The formulation (4.2) suffers from the drawback, that it is numerically intractable
for the following three reasons:

i. The problem (4.2) has infinitely many constraints.

ii. The solutions of the problems (4.2) are elements of an infinite dimensional space (together
with (i) this makes the problem infinite).

iii. The problem (4.2) is not a standard optimization but a maximin problem. Finding a
solution involves finding a saddle point of the objective function, which usually is harder
than finding a maximum or a minimum.
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Methods to treat problems (i.) and (iii.) were already developed and tested in [54]. The focus
of the current paper is therefore problem (ii.) and the integration of the results in the already
existing framework.

The paper is organized as follows: in Section 4.2 we give an overview of papers that deal
with problems in similar settings, Section 4.3 is concerned with the reformulation of problem
(4.2) in such a way that it becomes numerically tractable, in Section 4.4 the framework is applied
to a concrete robust portfolio composition problem and in Section 4.5 numerical results for this
particular problem are discussed. Section 4.6 concludes the paper.

4.2 Overview over existing literature

There exists a large and fast growing literature which deals with similar problems as discussed
in this paper. The first papers dealing with subject are works by Dupačová (see [27–29, 82])
and more recent works include [19, 21, 31, 33, 39, 54, 59, 68, 69, 69, 76]. A comprehensive
summary is beyond the scope of this paper, we therefore briefly discuss a few of the mentioned
papers, which are in some sense similar to the approach taken here.

The approaches proposed up till now use strong conditions on B to keep problem (4.2)
computationally tractable. In [39, 76] for example a classical mean-risk portfolio composition
problem is studied and it is assumed that the set B consists of normal distribution that are
in some sense close to the normal distribution with empirically measured mean and variance.
However, the assumption of normality of asset returns – though wide spread in the literature –
received criticism based on empirical evidence (see for example [1, 34, 63]).

In [68] the authors assume the ambiguity set to be of the form

B = {P ∈P : P1 ≤ P≤ P2}

where P1 and P2 are given measures and P ≤ Q iff P(A) ≤ Q(A) for all Borel sets A and show
that under these conditions a problem similar to (4.2) can be solved efficiently.

In [14, 15] different types of finite dimensional robust problems with more general structures
of the ambiguity set (referred to as ellipsoidal uncertainty) are solved. However, since the
problem of an infinite dimensional decision space does not arise in these works and the core
technique is to get rid of infinitely many constraints by dualization techniques and subsequent
reformulation to a definite problem, it is questionable whether this approach would still yield
meaningful results in general metric spaces and for general convex functions.

In [19] the ambiguity sets B are constructed as measures with Kullback-Leibler distance
less than ε to the empirical measure P̂n. The Kullback-Leibler distance between two discrete
measures P and Q is defined as

dKL(P,Q) =
n

∑
i=1

pilog
(

pi

qi

)
,

where pi and qi are the probabilities of the points under the measures P and Q respectively. The
definition immediately implies that only those measures can be compared that have the same
atoms (to be more precise the measures Q and P have to have common atoms xi). This in turn
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implies that all the measures that can be included in B are measures with atoms identical to the
empirical distribution. We will discuss the shortcomings of this approach below.

Also note that dKL does not reflect the impact a change in the distribution has on classical
probability functionals. To see this consider two points x1, x2 and two discrete distributions P,
Q on these points with P(x1) = ε , P(x2) = 1− ε and Q(x1) = 1− ε , Q(x2) = ε , then

dKL(P,Q) = 2ε log
ε

1− ε
+ log

1− ε

ε

ε→0−→ ∞. (4.6)

Note that the distance between P and Q is not dependent on the location of x1 and x2. If x1
and x2 are close, then |F(P)−F(Q)| is also small for most probability functionals F (like for
example the expectation) which in turn implies that the notion of distance modeled by dKL is
not appropriate for stochastic programming.

In [54] the ideas on the construction of B are similar to the approach presented in this
paper. However, when solving problem (4.2) only a small fraction of the measures in Bε(P̂n)
are actually taken into consideration. In fact all the measures considered are discrete measures
with atoms identical to those of P̂n. This restriction can be justified by arguing that the atoms of
P̂n are sufficiently dense in the set of all possible realizations of the random variables involved in
the problem formulation. However, if the number of points is too small or the number of random
elements is too big this assumptions becomes unrealistic. It can also be argued that the future
distribution of the random variables of interest may change and therefore scenarios that were
not sampled in the empirical measure actually become possible outcomes of future realizations.
In the context of portfolio optimization this aspect becomes especially important if one thinks
of the structural breaks in the distributions of asset returns observed frequently on the markets.

The advantage of exclusively varying the probabilities of the scenarios of the empirical
measure is that the solution of problem (4.2) becomes much simpler, since B can be described
by a subset of a finite dimensional space. However, we will show in section 4.5, considering all
distributions in Bε(P̂n) substantially changes the results for realistic data sets.

Thus we conclude that in order to make a decision which is robust with respect to model
misspecification, we should take into account all the measures in Bε(P̂n) and not only those
which put mass on pre-specified points. Since we want to solve the problem numerically we
have to reduce the complexity of the set Bε(P̂n) and this reduction should be achieved without
sacrificing on our goal to solve problem (4.2) for the whole of P ∈Bε(P̂n).

Summarizing, our approach is different from the aforementioned in the sense, that we do
not restrict the set B by structural assumptions other than that all the measures considered in
the robustification have to be close to the empirical measure P̂n in the Kantorovich sense. This
enables us to construct the sets B as confidence balls around the empirical measure P̂n.

4.3 Reducing the problem

As a first step necessary to achieve numerical tractability of problem (4.2) we reduce the set
of possible distributions from the full Kantorovich ball to a subset B′, whose elements can be
described by finite dimensional vectors. In particular B′ should fulfill

inf
Q∈B

F(x,Q) = inf
Q∈B′

F(x,Q). (4.7)
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This would allow us to numerically solve the problem on the right hand and substitute the
solution for the problem on the left hand side. Similarly the condition

sup
Q∈B

G(x,Q) = sup
Q∈B′

G(x,Q) (4.8)

would enable us to treat the constraints in a finite dimensional setting.
A natural approach to restrict the set of distributions would be to consider the discrete distri-

butions on finitely many atoms. To this end we note that every distribution can be approximated
in the Kantorovich distance by a discrete distribution to arbitrary precision (in other words the
discrete distributions are a dense subset of (P,d1

K)), i.e.

∀P ∈P(Rd), ∀ε > 0, ∃Q ∈PD : dK(P,Q) < ε

where PD ⊆P is the set of discrete distributions.
However this does not help in our setting, since we would need to approximate every P ∈

Bε(P̂n) and therefore would need a bound N ∈ N on the number of atoms in Q that works
uniformly for all P ∈P(Rd) and a given ε > 0, i.e.

∀P ∈P(Rd), ∀ε > 0 ∃N(d) ∈N, ∃Q ∈PD : |Q|= N,dK(P,Q) < ε,

where |Q| denotes the number of atoms of the discrete distribution Q.
Such results can only be obtained by covering arguments of the domain space of the mea-

sure. This requires a restriction to a bounded support set B ⊆ Rd and leads to an exponential
increase in N with the dimension of the space.

We therefore restrict our attention to measures, that are actually possible candidates for
optimizers of the problem (4.7). Hence, instead of trying to approximate every element of
Bε(P̂n), we only consider the extremal elements of Bε(P̂n).

Definition 4.1 (Extreme Point). Let C ⊆ E be a convex set in a vector space E. A point x ∈C
is called an extreme point of C, if C\{x} is still a convex set. We denote the set of all extreme
points of C by ext(C).

This approach is motivated by the following result:

Theorem 4.1 (Bauer Minimum Principle). Let E be a Hausdorff locally convex vector space
(LCS), C ⊂ E be a non-empty compact convex set and f a concave lower semi-continuous
function. Then f attains its minimum over C at an extreme point of C.

Proof. See [24], Theorem 25.9.

Remark: The extremals of the set P(Rd) are the Dirac measures δx with x ∈ Rd . To see
this fix a measure P ∈P(Rd) which is not a Dirac measure. Then there exist disjoint sets A1,
A2 with Rd = A1∪A2 such that P(Ai) > 0 for i = 1,2. Define

Pi(B) =
1

P(Ai)
P(Ai∩B), for i = 1,2
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Then it follows that P = P(A1)P1 + (1−P(A1))P2 and thus P is not an extremal element of
P(Rd).

Therefore it seems plausible, that the extremals of Bε(P̂n) ⊆P are also Dirac measures.
However, as evident from the following example, the situation is more complicated for Kan-
torovich balls.

Example: Let ε > 0, x0,x1,x2 ∈Rd with ||x0−x1||1 < ε < ||x0−x2||1. Further, let f :Rd→
R be continuous and such that

{x1}= argmax{ f (x) : ||x0− x||1 ≤ ε}

and f (x2) > f (x1). Define the linear functional F : P→R by F(P) =
∫

f dP. If ||x−x0||1 ≤ ε

and x 6= x1, it holds that

F(δx)≤ F(δx1) < F(δx1 p+δx2(1− p)), ∀0 < p < 1 (4.9)

Since the set argmaxP∈Bε (δx0 )F(P) has to contain an extremal point, (4.9) shows that there are
extremal points of Bε(δx0), which are not Dirac measures.

We therefore have to consider also discrete measures that assign mass to more than one
point. Since it proves hard to characterize the points of Kantorovich balls directly, first the so
called exposed points are studied. These admit a more convenient characterization in our case.
In a second step the results for the exposed points are carried over to the extremals.

Definition 4.2 (Exposed Point). Let C⊆ E be a convex set in a LCS. c∈C is an exposed point of
C is, if it is possible to separate the set C\{c} from c via a continuous affine functional. In other
words there exists a continuous affine functional l, such that l(c) > l(y), ∀y ∈C or equivalently
argmaxy∈Cl(y) = {c}. We denote the set of exposed points of C by exp(C).

Remark: Every exposed point c of C is also an extreme point, since if there would be points
a, b ∈C which are both not equal c and c = a

2 + b
2 then

l(c) =
1
2

l(a)+
1
2

l(b) < l(c).

Remark: For an exposed point µ of a convex set C in the space (P(Rd),d1
K) it is therefore

possible to find a continuous bounded function g :Rd →R such that

{µ}= argmaxλ∈C

∫
gdλ . (4.10)

The next example demonstrates that Theorem 4.1 does not hold for exposed points instead
of extreme points and that not every extreme point is also exposed.

Example: Define

f (x) =

{
(|x|−1)2, x /∈ [−1,1]
0, x ∈ [−1,1]

and let
A = epi( f ) = {(x,y) : f (x)≤ y}
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Define B =
{
(x,y) ∈R2 : y≤ 1

}
and C = A∩B. The points (−1,0) and (1,0) are extremal

points of C, but not exposed points. The continuous, convex function g(x,y) = −y takes its
maximum value over the compact convex set C on the line segment {(x,0) : x ∈ [−1,1]} . All
boundary points of C are extreme points and

exp(C) =
{
(x,(|x|−1)2) :−2≤ x <−1

}
∪
{
(x,(|x|−1)2) : 1 < x≤ 2

}
Notice that the points (1,0) and (−1,0) are extreme points of C at which the maximum of g
is attained . Although in every neighborhood of (1,0) and (−1,0) there are exposed points the
points themselves are not exposed.

We need the following Theorem from [66] to characterize the distributions that are exposed
points of B.

Theorem 4.2. Let f1, . . . , fn be given real-valued Borel measurable functions on a measurable
space Ω. Let µ be a probability measure on Ω such that each fi is integrable with respect to µ .
Then there exists a probability measure µ ′ with finite support on Ω satisfying |µ ′| ≤ n+1 and

µ
′( fi) = µ( fi), ∀i = 1, . . . ,n.

Theorem 4.3. Consider a discrete measure P̂n on the n points x1, . . . , xn in Rd (with respective
probabilities p1, . . . , pn) and the Kantorovich ball Bε(P̂n) with radius ε > 0 around P̂n. Then
all the exposed points of Bε(P̂n) are in P(n+3) – the discrete distributions with at most (n+3)
atoms.

Proof. In view of the above remarks, to show that all the exposed points of Bε(P̂n) are discrete,
it is enough to show that for any measure P ∈ ∂Bε(P̂n) and every continuous bounded function
g, there is a discrete measure P̃ (on (n+3) points) such that

∫
gdP =

∫
gdP̃ and dK(P̂n, P̃)≤ ε .

This would establish that there is no argmax-set like (4.10) that consists only of a single non-
discrete measure, i.e. all the exposed points have to be discrete measures.

If dK(P̂n,P) = ε and
∫

gdP = c, then there exists a measure γ on Rd×Rd such that∫
||x− y||1dγ(x,y) = ε (4.11)∫

g(y)dγ(x,y) = c (4.12)

γ(Rd×A) = P(A), ∀A⊆Rd measurable

γ(A×Rd) = P̂n(A), ∀A⊆Rd measurable

Now invoke Theorem 4.2 for γ with conditions (4.11) and (4.12). The functions fi are: f1(x,y) =
||x− y||1, f2(x,y) = g(x) and additionally

fi+2(x,y) = pi 1{xi}×Rd (x,y), for i = 1, . . . ,n. (4.13)

This results in (n + 2) moment conditions and therefore the theorem yields a measure γ̃ on
Rd ×Rd sitting on (n + 3) points in Rd ×Rd . For γ̃ the functions fi i = 3, . . . ,(n + 3) have
the same expectations as for γ , i.e. the first marginal of γ̃ is P̂n (from condition (4.13)). Call
the second marginal P̃. This together with the moment conditions for (4.11) yields that the
Kantorovich distance between P̃ and P̂n is at most ε . The expectation of g with respect to the
second marginal P̃ is c as required, and the support of P̃ consists of at most (n+3) points.
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Remark: It is obvious that the same results holds for the r-th Kantorovich metric with r > 1.
In this case the function in (4.11) has to be replaced by∫

||x− y||rdγ(x,y)

The rest of the proof remains unchanged.
Having identified the exposed points as discrete distributions with at most n + 3 points we

use the following result (see for example [25], Section 17) to extend our result to the extreme
points.

Theorem 4.4 (Straszewicz’s Theorem). If X be a compact, metrizable subset of a Hausdorff
LCS, then the exposed points of X are dense in ext(X).

Corollary 4.1. The extremal points of B are discrete measures with at most (n+3) points.

Proof. Since the exp(B) ⊆Pn+3 and exp(B) = ext(B), we know that for every P ∈ ext(B)
∃(Pr)r∈N ∈ exp(B), such that Pr → P weakly. Suppose the measure P has a support of more
than n + 3 points. In this case there exist disjoint open balls Bi 1 ≤ i ≤ n + 4 with P(∂Bi) = 0
and P(Bi) > 0. Since Pk→ P weakly

Pr(Bi)→ P(Bi), ∀1≤ i≤ n+4.

This implies that there exists a R ∈N such that Pr(Bi) > 0, ∀1 ≤ i ≤ n + 4, ∀r ≥ R, which is a
contradiction to Pr ∈P(n+3).

Having characterized the extreme points of Bε(P̂) as discrete distribution with a fixed num-
ber of atoms, the robustified problem (4.2) can be reformulated as a semi definite problem using
(4.7) and (4.8). To establish the existence of a saddle-points in (4.2) one can for example use
the following classical minimax theorem (see for example [70] or [77]).

Theorem 4.5 (Sion). Let C and D be two closed convex sets in two topological vector spaces X
and Y respectively. Let further F(x,y) : C×D→R be a function which is quasiconvex in x and
quasiconcave in y. If F is upper (or lower) semi continuous in y in every line segment and lower
semi continuous in x, while C is compact then the function F(x,y) possesses a saddle-value on
C×D and

inf
x∈C

sup
y∈D

F(x,y) = sup
y∈D

inf
x∈C

F(x,y).

We are now in a position to state the following Theorem.

Theorem 4.6. Let

1. F :Rm×P(Rd)→R be convex in the first and linear and lower semi continuous in the
second component.

2. G :Rm×P(Rd)→R be convex in the first and the second component.

3. H :Rm→R be convex
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then a solution to problem (4.2) exists and coincides with the solution of the following reduced
problem

supx∈Rm infP∈B∩P(n+3) F(x,P)
s.t. G(x,P) ≤ 0, ∀P ∈Bε(P̂n)∩P(n+3)

H(x)≤ 0
(4.14)

with P(n+3) the discrete measures with at most (n+3) points.

Proof. It only remains to show that a saddle point of the problem (4.2) exists – from which
the existence of a saddle point for (4.14) follows. Define C = Bε(P̂n) and note that since the
Kantorovich ball Bε(P̂n) is a closed subset of the probability measures, it is a compact set in
(P,d1

K). Further define

D =

 ⋂
P∈Bε (P̂n)

{x ∈Rm : G(x,P)≤ 0}

∩{x ∈Rm : H(x)≤ 0} .

D is closed since G(·,P) and H(·) are convex and therefore continuous. Therefore the conditions
of Theorem 4.5 are fulfilled and a saddle point for the original problem exists. The saddle
value of the reduced problem coincides with that of the original problem by Corollary 4.1 and
Theorem 4.1.

Notice that the numbers of points needed does not depend on the dimension of the space
Rd or on the structure of the support of the considered measures, but only on the number of
observations the discrete measure comprises of. This is a considerable reduction of complexity,
since the feasible set can now be modeled as a subset in R(d+1)(n+3).

Possible solutions to the reduced problems are elements of a finite dimensional vector space,
while the number of constraints is still infinite. Thus exploiting the special structure of Kan-
torovich balls, we reduced the problem from an infinite problem to a semi definite problem
which is generally easier to solve.

To actually solve the optimization problem (4.2) one has to describe the set of distributions
in Bε(P̂n)∩P(n+3). The measures Q ∈Bε(P̂n)∩P(n+3) that assign probabilities q j to points
y j ∈ Rd where 1 ≤ j ≤ (n + 3) can be described in a simple way as all the measures fulfilling
the following mass transportation constraints

∑
n+3
j=1 q j = 1

∑
n+3
j=1 ti, j = pi, ∀i = 1, . . . ,n

∑
n
i=1 ti, j = q j, ∀ j = 1, . . . ,(n+3)

∑
n
i=1 ∑

n+3
j=1 ||xi− y j||1ti, j ≤ ε

ti, j ≥ 0,q j ≥ 0

(4.15)

where (ti, j)i, j models the mass transportation plan between P̂n and Q, i.e. ti, j is the amount of
probability mass that is transported from atom xi of P̂n to atom y j of Q. The second last equation
restricts the effort of the mass transport (given by distance times transported mass) by ε .
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The connection of the above constraints to the Kantorovich distance is due to the fact that
finding a minimizing distribution in (4.5) is – in the discrete setting – equivalent to solving the
optimal mass transportation problem (see [62]). This fact makes it easy to handle the Kan-
torovich distance for discrete distributions.

However, the conditions in (4.15) if incorporated into an optimization problem will render
the problem non-convex. The reason for this is the (non-convex) quadratic structure of the last
constraint of (4.15). In the following numerical solution techniques for specific instances of
problem (4.2) will be discussed.

4.4 A concrete problem

In this section a robust Markowitz style portfolio optimization problem with Expected Shortfall
under a Threshold a (denoted as ESa) as a risk functional is treated by an application of the
results from the last section. Techniques to solve stochastic programs with constraint set (4.15)
numerically are discussed.

The case we want to treat here is a variation of the problem described in [54]. The mean
problem can be described as follows: an investor faces the problem of partitioning a budget
between d investment possibilities with dependent random returns. The decision is taken by
maximizing the expected return of the portfolio while controlling for the risk modeled by the
expected shortfall.

ESa – the expected shortfall under a threshold a – of random variable X : Ω→R is defined
as

ESa(X) =
∫
−max(a− x,0)dP(x)

where P is the distribution of X . In the case that X follows a discrete distribution ESa can be
described via finitely many linear functions and therefore efficiently incorporated into optimiza-
tion problems.

The original (non-robust) problem therefore looks like

maxw∈Rd E(w>X P̂n)
s.t. ESa(w>X P̂n) ≤ R

∑wi = 1
w ≥ 0

(4.16)

where XQ = (ξ Q
1 , . . . ,ξ Q

n ) is the random vector with joint distribution Q describing the uncertain,
future returns ξi : Ω→R of the considered assets, w ∈Rd is the vector of portfolio weights and
w>XQ = ∑

d
i=1 wiξ

Q
i is the random return of the portfolio. Note that the ESa : (w,P) 7→ESa(w>X)

is concave in the first and linear in the second component (see [57]).
The robust counterpart looks like

maxw∈Rd minQ∈Bε (P̂n) E(w>XQ)
s.t. ESa(w>XQ) ≤ R, ∀Q ∈Bε(P̂n)

∑wi = 1, w≥ 0
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If we replace the operatorsE and ESa by their explicit versions for discrete distributions and
apply Theorem 4.3 (note that the required continuity properties are fulfilled for E and ESa) the
above problem is equivalent to

maxw∈Rd miny,q,t ∑
n+3
j=1(w

>y j)q j

s.t. ∑
n+3
j=1 q j = 1

∑
n+3
j=1 ti, j = pi, ∀i = 1, . . . ,n

∑
n
i=1 ti, j = q j, ∀ j = 1, . . . ,(n+3)

∑
n
i=1 ∑

n+3
j=1 ||xi− y j||1ti, j ≤ ε

∑
n+3
j=1 max(a−w>y j,0)q j ≤ R,

(4.17)

where the points y j ∈Rd , 1≤ j ≤ n+3 are the atoms of the measures Q with respective proba-
bilities q j. The probabilities pi, the points xi, ε > 0 and the risk parameter R are the data of the
problem.

The above optimization problem exhibits non-convexities. These occur in the definition of
the Kantorovich distance as well as in the expression for the expected shortfall and the expec-
tation. All these non-convexities are bi-linear in the decision variables. We thus arrived at a
non-convex semi-definite problem.

We solve (4.17) by the following iterative algorithm originally presented in [54].

1. Set i = 0 and Q0 = {P̂n} with P̂n ∈P .

2. Solve the outer problem

max(w,t) t
s.t. E(w>XQ) ≤ t, ∀Q ∈Qi

ESa(w>XQ) ≤ R, ∀Q ∈Qi

∑
d
i=1 wi = 1, w≥ 0

(4.18)

and call the solution (wi, ti).

3. Solve the problem
min

Q∈Bε (P̂n)∩Pn+3

E(w>XQ) (4.19)

and call the solution Q(1)
i .

4. Solve the problem
max

Q∈Bε (P̂n)∩Pn+3

ESa(w>XQ) (4.20)

and call the solution Q(2)
i .

5. Qi+1←Qi∪{Q(1)
i }∪{Q

(2)
i }.

6. If
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(a) Qi+1 = Qi or

(b) the optimal value of (4.19) equals tn and the solution of (4.20) is equal to
minP∈Qi ESa(w>XP)

then a saddle point is found and the algorithm stops. Otherwise i← i+1 and goto 2.

The idea of the algorithm is to achieve robustness gradually by including finitely many measures
in the problem (4.18). The measures Qn are chosen to be the worst case with respect to the
current portfolio decision wn and therefore represent the extremal elements of Bε(P̂n) which are
required to approximate the relevant parts of Bε(P̂n). This approximation gets better with every
iteration and – as numerical experiments show – the respective portfolios wi and objective values
ti stabilize. Under certain continuity conditions fulfilled for the problem at hand the algorithm
either finds a saddle point (w∗, t∗) in finitely many iterations or the intermediary solutions (wi, ti)
converge to a saddle point (see Proposition 1 in [54]).

The non-convexity of problem (4.17) is reflected in the non-convexity of problems (4.19)
and (4.20). In the remainder of this section we will discuss solution techniques for these prob-
lems.

4.4.1 Minimizing Expectation

Problem (4.19) can be solved directly in an iterative manner by gradually altering the empirical
distribution P̂n to lower the expectation. The changes we make in the process should be optimal
in the sense that the cost measured in Kantorovich distance is small compared to the impact in
expectation.

To make this precise, suppose that asset i∗ when altered leads to the maximum change in
expectation, that is i∗ = argmaxi wi and therefore

∂E(Xw)
∂wi∗

= max
1≤ j≤d

∂E(Xw)
∂w j

. (4.21)

The aim is – starting from the empirical distribution – to obtain a distribution which mini-
mizes the expectation over the set of discrete distributions Bε(P̂n)∩Pn+3. Clearly, from (4.21)
the optimal way to achieve this goal is to start altering scenarios in the i∗-th component. There-
fore the following algorithm to find the optimum in (4.19) is proposed. A constant c is used as
a lower bound on the return of asset i∗. If no specific assumption of this type seems acceptable
(i.e. also very small asset returns are plausible to the modeler) c can be set to zero.

While {(xi, pi) : 1≤ i≤ n} denotes the atom probability pairs of the empirical measure P̂n,
the
{

(y( j)
i ,q( j)

i ) : 1≤ i≤ n+1
}

denotes those of the altered measures P( j) after the j− th iter-
ation.

1. Set P(0) = P̂n.

2. Find i∗ = argmax1≤ j≤d w j.

3. Set j = 1.
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4. Pick any atom y( j−1)
i with 1 ≤ i ≤ n and change it’s i∗-th component to c and call the

resulting measure Q.

5. Solve the linear programming problem

max λ

s.t. λQ+(1−λ )Pm ∈Bε(P̂n)∩Pn+3
(4.22)

and set P( j) = λ ∗Q+(1−λ ∗)P( j−1), where λ ∗ is the optimal value of the above problem.
If λ ∗ = 1 set j← j +1 and goto step 4 otherwise set P′← P( j) and stop the algorithm.

Although the above algorithm has the flavor of a local search, the procedure leads to a global
optimum (see Theorem 4.7). It is obvious that there are many different distributions that achieve
the optimum. Which of these possible solutions is eventually chosen depends on the choices for
k made in step 4 of the algorithm. Notice that the optimal distribution P′ does not have the full
(n+3) points but generally only (n+1) points.

Theorem 4.7. The algorithm presented above leads to an optimal solution of problem (4.19).

Proof. Let P be in Bε(P̂n)∩Pn+3 and let (ti, j) be the transportation plan that transports mass
from P̂n to P (i.e. ti, j fulfill the set of constraints (4.15)). The difference of the expectation under
P̂n and P can be bounded as follows

|E(w>X P̂n)−E(w>XP)| ≤ ∑
i, j

ti, j

d

∑
k=1
|xi,k− y j,k|wk

≤ ∑
i, j

ti, j||xi− y j||1wi∗ = wi∗ε

The difference for the measure P′, that is chosen by the above algorithm is given by

E(w>X P̂n)−E(w>XP′) = ∑
i, j

ti, j(xi,i∗− y j,i∗)wi∗ = wi∗ε.

Therefore the measure P′ is optimal.

Remark: If the algorithm does not terminate, i.e. if ε > 0 is too big and the returns of asset i∗

can be shifted to c for all the scenarios, then the algorithm can be extended in the following way:
find i∗2 = argmax j 6=i∗ w j and continue with the algorithm using i∗2 instead of i∗. The optimality
of the procedure still holds by essentially the same proof.
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4.4.2 Maximizing Expected Shortfall

Define the index sets I = {1, . . . ,n}, J = {1, . . . ,n+3} and M = {1, . . . ,d}. The inner problem
(4.20) can be written as

maxy,q,d,t ∑ j∈J max(a−w>y j,0)q j

s.t. ∑i∈I ti, j = q j, ∀ j ∈ J
∑ j∈J ti, j = pi, ∀i ∈ I
xi,k− y j,k ≤ dk

i, j, ∀(i, j,k) ∈ I× J×M
y j,k− xi,k ≤ dk

i, j, ∀(i, j) ∈ I× J
∑k∈M dk

i, j = di, j, ∀(i, j) ∈ I× J
∑(i, j)∈I×J di, jti, j ≤ ε

ti, j,dk
i, j,q j ≥ 0.

(4.23)

with data w, p, a and ε . The above problem is non-convex due to the bilinear terms defining the
Kantorovich distance and the Expected Shortfall.

Since the above problem deals with the maximization of a convex function to solve (4.23),
we rewrite it as a D.C. program (see Appendix A or for example [43] or [44]). Towards this we
model the objective in (4.23) as follows: introduce the splitting variables

a−w>y j = z+
j + z−j , z+

j z−j ≥ 0, z+
j ≥ 0. (4.24)

When modeled like this z+
j = max(a−w>y j,0) and z−j = min(a−w>y j,0) in optimal points. To

simplify notation and to tackle the bilinear terms in (4.23) in (4.24) we introduce the variables

α j = 1
2(z+

j +q j), β j = 1
2(z+

j −q j), ∀ j ∈ J
γi, j = 1

2(di, j + ti, j), δi, j = 1
2(di, j− ti, j), ∀(i, j) ∈ I× J

φ j = 1
2(z+

j + z−j ), χ j = 1
2(z+

j − z−j ), ∀ j ∈ J.

Note that these variables help with the reformulation of the problem but need not be used in the
numerical implementation.

We are now in the position to reformulate problem (4.23) as the following non-convex
quadratic problem.

miny,q,d,t,z+,z− t
s.t. ∑ j∈J(β 2

j −α2
j ) ≤ t

∑i∈I ti, j = q j, ∀ j ∈ J
∑ j∈J ti, j = pi, ∀i ∈ I
xi,k− yk

j ≤ dk
i, j, ∀(i, j,k) ∈ I× J×M

yk
j− xi,k ≤ dk

i, j, ∀(i, j) ∈ I× J
∑

m
k=1 dk

i, j = di, j, ∀(i, j) ∈ I× J
∑(i, j)∈I×J(γ2

i, j−δ 2
i, j) ≤ ε

∑ j∈J(φ 2
j −χ2

j ) ≥ 0
a−w>y j = z+

j + z−j
ti, j,z+

j ,dk
i, j,q j ≥ 0.

(4.25)
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Notice that all the non-convex constraints are defined by a difference of convex (D.C.) functions,
hence the program is a D.C. program. In the remainder of this section we will use this structural
property to obtain solutions of (4.25).

To simplify notation define the vector valued affine function l(x̄) in such a way that the
linear constraints in the above problem are fulfilled iff l(x̄) ≤ 0 where x̄ is a vector containing
all decision variables, i.e.

x̄ = (t,(q j) j∈J,(y j) j∈J,(z+
j ) j∈J,(z−j ) j∈J,(ti, j)(i, j)∈I×J,(di, j)(i, j)∈I×J,(d

k
i, j)(i, j,k)∈I×J×M)

Problem (4.25) then becomes

miny,q,d,t,z+,z− t
s.t. ∑ j∈J(β 2

j −α2
j ) ≤ t

∑(i, j)∈I×J(γ2
i, j−δ 2

i, j) ≤ ε

∑ j(φ 2
j −χ2

j ) ≥ 0,

l(x̄) ≤ 0.

(4.26)

The above problem is a D.C. problem with

N = 1+3(n+3)+(n+3)d +2(n+3)n+(n+3)nd

variables. For realistic values n≈ 100 and d ≈ 10 this amounts to more than 120.000 variables.
These are far too many variable for the existing methods for finding global solutions of general
D.C. problems. We therefore employ the so called DCA (difference of convex algorithm) which
is an approximate solution technique for D.C. programs. The DCA has proven to be very effec-
tive in solving various kinds of D.C. programs (see for example [5, 8, 26, 41, 71]) and its low
computational complexity makes it possible to work with large scale D.C. programs.

To apply the DCA we need to write (4.26) as an unconstrained D.C. problem of the form

inf{ f (x̄) = g(x̄)−h(x̄) : x̄ ∈RN} (4.27)

where N is the dimension of x̄ as defined above.
The DCA algorithm works for problems of the form (4.27) by repeatedly solving the two

convex optimization problems

inf
x̄∈RN
{g(x̄)− (h(x̄k)+ 〈x̄− x̄k, ȳk〉)} (4.28)

and
inf

ȳ∈RN
{h∗(ȳ)− (g∗(ȳk−1)+ 〈x̄k, ȳ− ȳk−1〉)} (4.29)

and iteratively produces candidates xk+1, yk for solutions of increased quality of the primal and
dual D.C. problems respectively. The first problem can be viewed as a convex approximation of
the original problem, while the second problem can be thought of as a convex approximation of
the dual D.C. program infy∈RN h∗(y)−g∗(y).

The DCA guarantees that (g(x̄k)− h(x̄k))k∈N and (h∗(ȳk)− g∗(x̄k))k∈N are decreasing se-
quences and the limit points of (x̄k)k∈N and (ȳk)k∈N are critical points of the primal problem
(4.28) and the dual problem (4.29) respectively. For a more detailed discussion of DCA algo-
rithm and its properties see [7].

We use Corollary 2.4.1. from [18] to reformulate (4.26) by an exact penalty.
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Theorem 4.8. Suppose that X and Y are finite dimensional Banach spaces, the sets S ⊆ X
and C ⊆ Y are nonempty, closed and convex and the point x∗ solves the following optimization
problem

inf f0(x)
s.t. G(x) ∈C

x ∈ S,
(4.30)

where the function G : X → Y is strictly differentiable at x∗ ∈ S, f0 : X →R is Lipschitz near x∗

and
0 ∈ int

{
G(x∗)+G′(x∗)(S− x∗)−C

}
.

Then there exists an τ̄ > 0, such that the optima of (4.30) and

inf
x∈X

f0(x)+ψ(x|S)+ τdist(G(x)|C) (4.31)

coincide for all τ > τ̄ , where ψ(·|S) is the convex indicator function of the set S and

dist(G(x)|C) = inf{||G(x)− y|| : y ∈C}.

Lemma 4.1. Set X =RN , Y = (R3, || · ||∞), S = {x̄ ∈RN : l(x̄) ≤ 0}, G = (G1,G2,G3), where
the Gi : RN → R are functions described by the left hand sides of the first three constraints of
(4.26), i.e.

G(x̄∗) =


∑

((
z+

j −q j

2

)2

−
(

z+
j +q j

2

)2
)
− t

∑

(
di, j+ti, j

2

)2
−
(

di, j−ti, j
2

)2

∑

(
z+

j +z−j
2

)2

−
(

z+
j −z−j

2

)2


and C = (−∞,0]× (−∞,ε]× [0,∞). Then the constraint qualification

0 ∈ int
{

G(x̄∗)+G′(x̄∗)(S− x̄∗)−C
}

(4.32)

is fulfilled at optimal points x̄∗ of the system (4.26).

Proof. Let x̄∗ = (t̄∗,(q̄∗j) j,(ȳ∗j) j,(z̄+∗
j ) j,(z̄−∗j ) j,(t̄∗i, j)i, j,(d̄∗i, j)i, j,(d̄k∗

i, j)i, j,k). Since all the con-
straints Gi have to be binding at optimal points we have G(x̄) = (0,ε,0). The three constraints
are analyzed separately to find a common point s ∈ S which fulfils (4.32). First note that

∂G2(x)
∂di, j

= ti, j,
∂G2(x)

∂ ti, j
= di, j

and therefore

∇G2(x̄∗)(s− x̄) = ∑di, jt̄∗i, j +∑ ti, jd̄∗i, j−2∑ d̄∗i, jt̄
∗
i, j︸ ︷︷ ︸

ε
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where d̄∗i, j and t̄∗i, j are the corresponding components of x̄∗ and ti, j and di, j the corresponding
components of s. We therefore need an s which fulfils

∑di, jt̄∗i, j +∑ d̄∗i, jti, j < 2ε.

To achieve this fix ti, j = t̄∗i, j for all (i, j) ∈ I× J, which results in ∑ d̄∗i, jti, j = ε and therefore
in the modified condition

∑di, jt̄∗i, j < ε. (4.33)

Next define N( j) =
{

i ∈ I : t̄∗i, j > 0
}

. Now if there is a j ∈ J with {i} = N( j) and xi 6= ȳ∗j then
replace the point ȳ∗j by xi, therefore reducing di, j to zero. This yields (4.33). If there is no such
point, then choose a j′ ∈ J with |N( j′)|> 1 and define the point y j′ as the solution of following
optimization problem

min
y∈Rd

∑
i∈N( j)

||xi− y||1t̄∗i, j. (4.34)

Note that ȳ∗j can not be a solution to (4.34), since by optimality ȳk∗
j ≤mini∈N( j) xk

i for all 1≤ k≤
d. This is the case, since if ȳk∗

j > xk
i for some i ∈ N( j) and some 1≤ k ≤ d then we could move

t̄∗i, j from xi to a new point ŷ with

ŷl =

{
ȳk∗

j , l 6= k
xk

i , l = k

instead of ȳk∗
j . This would yield a lower expected shortfall and a lower transportation cost at the

same time, contradicting the optimality of the transportation plan.
Now if we choose all other points y j for j ∈ J\{ j′} to be equal to ȳ∗j , then we have

ε = ∑ d̄∗i, jt̄
∗
i, j > ∑

j 6= j′
∑
i∈I

d̄∗i, jt̄
∗
i, j + ∑

i∈N( j′)
di, jt̄∗i, j = ∑di, jt̄∗i, j

as required.
Next G3 is analyzed. Arguing similarly as above it holds that

∇G3(x̄∗)(s− x̄∗) = ∑ z̄−∗j z+
j +∑ z̄+∗

j z−j −2∑ z̄+∗
j z̄−∗j︸ ︷︷ ︸
0

.

We therefore need z+
j and z−j such that

∑ z̄−∗j z+
j +∑ z̄+∗

j z−j < 0. (4.35)

To achieve this we choose z+
j = max(a+w>y j,0)+ν and z−j = min(a+w>y j,0)−ν with ν > 0.

Since x̄∗ is optimal either z̄+∗
j = 0 or z̄−∗j = 0 holds. In the former case we get

z̄+∗
j z−j + z̄+∗

j z−j = z̄+∗
j z−j ≤ 0

and in the latter
z̄+∗

j z−j + z̄+∗
j z−j = z̄+∗

j z−j ≤ 0
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and therefore (4.35) is fulfilled unless for all the ȳ∗j it holds that a + w>ȳ∗j = 0 in which case
the last two inequalities would hold with equality since then z̄+∗

j = z̄−∗j = 0. This situation can
only occur if all the points ȳ∗j yield the (same) return a, which again can be easily seen to be
impossible for an optimal point x̄∗.

The last remaining component of G is G1 which is unproblematic since

∇G1(x̄∗)(s− x0) =−∑ q̄∗jz
+
j −∑ z̄+∗

j q j + t

and t can be chosen such that the condition

∑ q̄∗jz
+
j +∑ z̄+∗

j q j > t

is fulfilled.

Theorem 4.9. For some τ > 0 the problem (4.26) can be equivalently reformulated to the fol-
lowing problem

minx̄∈RN t + τ max

{
∑
j∈J

β
2
j + ∑

(i, j)∈I×J
δ

2
i, j + ∑

j∈J
φ

2
j − t, ∑

(i, j)∈I×J
γ

2
i, j− ε + ∑

j∈J
α

2
j + ∑

j∈J
φ

2
j ,

∑
j∈J

χ
2
j + ∑

(i, j)∈I×J
δ

2
i, j + ∑

j∈J
α

2
j , ∑

(i, j)∈I×J
δ

2
i, j + ∑

j∈J
α

2
j + ∑
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j
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(4.36)

− τ

(
∑
i, j

δ
2
i, j +∑

j
α

2
j +∑

j
φ

2
j

)
+ψ(x|S).

where ψ(·|S) is the convex indicator function of the set S. In other words (4.26) can be refor-
mulated to a D.C. problem of the form (4.27) with

g(x̄) = τ max

{
∑
j∈J

β
2
j + ∑

(i, j)∈I×J
δ

2
i, j + ∑

j∈J
φ

2
j − t, ∑

(i, j)∈I×J
γ

2
i, j− ε + ∑

j∈J
α

2
j + ∑

j∈J
φ

2
j ,

∑
j∈J

χ
2
j + ∑

(i, j)∈I×J
δ

2
i, j + ∑

j∈J
α

2
j , ∑

(i, j)∈I×J
δ

2
i, j + ∑

j∈J
α

2
j + ∑

j∈J
φ

2
j

}
+ψ(x|S)

h(x̄) = −t + τ

(
∑

(i, j)∈I×J
δ

2
i, j + ∑

j∈J
α

2
j + ∑

j∈J
φ

2
j

)
.

Proof. From Lemma 4.1 we get that Theorem 4.8 is applicable and therefore problem (4.26)
can be reformulated to a unconstrained problem of the form (4.31) with S, C and G as defined in
Lemma 4.1. To reduce the problem to an unconstrained D.C. problem as in (4.27), the functions
g and h have to be identified. To this end we first calculate the maximum of the Gi, 1≤ i≤ 3 and
0. Note that the maximum of finitely many D.C. functions fi = gi−hi is again a D.C. function
with the following decomposition

max fi = max
i
{gi + ∑

j 6=i
h j}−∑

i
hi.
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Therefore the above maximum is of the form

max

{
∑

j
β

2
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2
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2
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δ
2
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α

2
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j
φ

2
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)
,

which finally yields (4.36).

Solving problem (4.28) From Theorem 4.9 it follows that for (4.26) the corresponding DCA
sub-problem (4.28) can be written as the quadratically constrained problem

min τM−〈x̄, ȳk〉
s.t. ∑ j β 2

j − t +∑i, j δ 2
i, j +∑ j φ 2

j ≤M
∑i, j γ2

i, j− ε +∑ j α2
j +∑ j φ 2

j ≤M
∑ j χ2

j +∑ j α2
j +∑i, j δ 2

i, j ≤M
∑i, j δ 2

i, j +∑ j α2
j +∑ j φ 2

j ≤M
l(x̄) ≤ 0.

(4.37)

Note that h(x̄k) and−〈x̄k, ȳk〉 are omitted from the objective, since they are constant with respect
to x̄.

Solving problem (4.29) To solve the DCA sub-problem (4.29), we first have to compute the
conjugate h∗ for

h(x̄) =−t + τ ∑
j

β
2
j + τ ∑

i, j
δ

2
i, j + τ ∑

j
φ

2
j .

It is easy to see that

h∗(ȳ) =

{
∑i, j

q2
i, j
τ

+∑i, j
d2

i, j
τ

+∑ j
(z−j )2

τ
, t =−1. di, j =−ti, j, z+

j = z−j +q j, y j = 0, dk
i, j = 0

∞, otherwise,

where ȳ = (t,(q j),(y j),(z+
j ),(z−j ),(ti, j),(di, j),(dk

i, j)). (4.29) therefore becomes

min ∑i, j
q2

i, j
τ

+∑i, j
d2

i, j
τ

+∑ j
(z−j )2

τ
−〈x̄k, ȳ〉

s.t. t =−1
di, j =−ti, j, ∀(i, j) ∈ I× J
z+

j = z−j +q j, ∀ j ∈ J
y j = 0, ∀ j ∈ J

dk
i, j = 0, ∀(i, j,k) ∈ I× J×M.

(4.38)

The solution to problem (4.38) can be found analytically and is given by t =−1,

z−j = τφ j, q j = τα j, z+
j = z−j +q j, ∀ j ∈ J

di, j = τδi, j, ti, j =−di, j, ∀(i, j) ∈ I× J

and all the other variables equal to zero.
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Table 4.1: Expectation, Expected Shortfall below 1 and standard deviation s of the weekly
returns of the 14 Euro STOXX Supersector indices used in the numerical examples, time-frame:
2006

Index E ES1 s
Automobiles & Parts (SXAP) 1.0063 0.0072 0.0275
Banks (SX7P) 1.0058 0.0064 0.0246
Basic Resources (SXPP) 1.0076 0.0050 0.0236
Chemicals (SX4P) 1.0052 0.0054 0.0218
Construction & Materials (SXOP) 1.0081 0.0068 0.0289
Financial Services (SXFP) 1.0096 0.0059 0.0260
Food & Beverage (SX3P) 1.0058 0.0037 0.0164
Health Care (SXDP) 1.0030 0.0069 0.0221
Industrial Goods & Services (SXNP) 1.0054 0.0069 0.0263
Insurance (SXIP) 1.0048 0.0071 0.0252
Oil & Gas (SXEP) 1.0032 0.0080 0.0263
Technology (SX8P) 1.0024 0.0092 0.0298
Telecommunications (SXKP) 1.0041 0.0063 0.0214
Utilities (SX6P) 1.0075 0.0050 0.0218

4.4.3 Other measures of risk

The methods outlined here are not specific to the expected shortfall but can be applied to any
risk measure that fulfils the requirements of Theorem 4.6. Such risk measures have to be convex
in the portfolio weights w as well as in the probability measure P. One can consider risk for
example risk functionals corresponding to some expected utility functionals (see [57]).

4.5 Numerical Results

In this section numerical results for problem (4.17) obtained by the methods discussed in the
previous sections are presented. As mentioned earlier we use the empirical measure P̂n as our
reference measure and the Kantorovich ball with a certain radius as our ambiguity set. The data
which constitutes the empirical measure are the historical weekly returns for 14 selected Euro
STOXX Supersector indices (see Table 4.1).

All numerical experiments are carried out for the robustifications described in this paper
as well as for the techniques in [54], where only the probability mass is shifted between the
points of the empirical distribution. We henceforth call the problem described in Section 4.4 the
fully robustified problem, while we refer to the problem where only the atoms of the empirical
measure are considered the partially robustified problem.

For the computations in this paper we chose a = 1 – we therefore control the returns smaller
than 1, i.e. the losses of the portfolio. Since we are interested in the impact of robustification, we
vary the radius of the Kantorovich neighborhood around the empirical measure from ε = 0.005
to ε = 0.03 in steps of 0.005. Furthermore we choose the risk parameter q = 0.007.
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The DCA was implemented in MATLAB R2007a and the optimization problems where
solved with MOSEK Version 5.0.0.87. All of the following computations can be performed on
a standard PC.

Figure 4.1 shows a first comparison between the partial and the full robustification. Part (a)
of the plot shows that the full robustification gives significantly lower robustified expectations
than the partial robustification. As expected, mean return decreases with increasing robustness
parameter for both methods.

Next we investigate the decrease in expected return under the nominal measure P̂, when
solving the fully and the partially robust version of the problem. Part (b) of the Figure shows
the optimal returns of the nominal instance, the returns for the partial robustification as well as
the returns of the robust portfolios under the empirical measure P̂n. Part (c) of the plot is an
analogue of (b) with full robustification.

Obviously the drop in expected returns from the optimal return of the nominal instance is
less for the empirical measure than for the respective worst case measures. It can be observed
that the portfolios found by full robustification consistently yield lower returns under the em-
pirical measure than the portfolios found by partial robustification. However, the differences
between the expectations under the worst case and empirical measure seem to be comparable
(except for lower values of the robustness parameters where the differences are smaller for the
partial robustification).

Next it is investigated how the partially robustified portfolios perform under the real worst
measures in Bε(P̂n), i.e. the measures obtained from the inner problems of the full robustifica-
tion routine (as described in Section 4.1 and 4.2). More specifically we solve the problems in
Section 4.1 and 4.2 for the partially robustified portfolios wε with robustness parameter ε vary-
ing in 6 equally big steps from 0 to 0.03. We therefore obtain measures PEε and PESa

ε , which give
the smallest expected return and the highest Expected Shortfall for the portfolios wε . In Figure
4.2 (a) the expected returns of w>ε ξ under PEε are compared with the respective solutions of the
nominal instance given in (4.2). It is evident that the fully robustified portfolios perform much
better, especially for higher values of the robustness parameter where the worst case return of
the partially robustified portfolio drops significantly.

Figure 4.2 (b) depicts a similar analysis carried out for the Expected Shortfalls. It can be
observed that the worst case Expected Shortfall of the partially robust portfolio rises above
the allowed 0.007 already at a robustness level of 0.01 and reaches up to 0.0095 for higher
robustness levels.

Summarizing, the Figures 4.1 and 4.2 show that the freedom to deviate from the atoms of
the empirical measure actually results in portfolios, which yield lower returns in the worst case
as well as under the empirical measure. However, these portfolios are clearly more robust than
the measures obtained by shifting only the probabilities as Figure 4.2 demonstrates.

In Figure 4.3 the differences in portfolios are shown. For both methods the number of assets
increase as the robustness parameter ε grows. The portfolios are more diversified and there-
fore more stable. The effect of diversification however is much more pronounced with the full
robustification than with the partial robustification: the partially robust portfolios encompass a
maximum of seven assets, while the fully robust portfolios have up to 12 assets for ε = 0.03.
This is another indicator for the fact that full robustification yields more stable portfolios. An-
other interesting observation is that for the full robustification the portfolio weights of the assets
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Figure 4.1: Figure (a) shows the expectations of robust portfolio from the two robustification
techniques as the robustness parameter increases. Figure (b) and (c) show the comparisons of
the respective robust portfolios with the expectation of the nominal program instance and the
expectation of the robust portfolios under the empirical measure.
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Figure 4.2: Figure (a) shows the worst case returns for the partially robust portfolios. Figure (b)
shows the worst case expected shortfalls for the partially robust portfolios.
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that comprise the portfolio are nearly always (except for ε = 0.03) uniformly weighted.
To conclude the comparison between the two methods it is investigated what effect the

number of data points has on relation between partial and full robustification. It seems plausible
that with a bigger number of data points the additional robustness gained by shifting the points
is smaller than with a smaller data set. The intuition behind this guess is that if there are more
points in the empirical measure, then only shifting probability mass is less of an restriction than
if there are only very few data points with little possibility for shifting mass between them. To
test this, the analysis presented in Figure 4.1 is repeated for a sub data set (in fact the first 26
data points of the above data set) and the differences between full and partial robustification are
investigated. In Figure 4.4 the differences are plotted for the two data sets. As expected the
bigger data set yields a smaller difference between the expected returns than the robustification
of the smaller data set.

4.6 Conclusion

In this paper a framework for the robustification of single stage stochastic optimization problems
with ambiguity about the distributions of the random variables that enter the problem formula-
tion is presented. The robustification is achieved by considering the worst case amongst all
distributions that are close to the empirical distribution, whereby the distance is measured by
the Kantorovich metric. This metric is a very general distance concept that allows for non-
parametric ambiguity sets and which has close ties to theoretical results from probability theory
and statistics. The resulting robustified problems are computationally intractable and are refor-
mulated to semi-definite non-convex optimization problems.

In Section 4.4 an application from the field of portfolio selection is studied in detail and
techniques to cope with the inherent difficulties posed by the non-convexities in the problems
are presented. The so called DCA algorithm is applied to solve the portfolio selection problem
numerically.

In the last section we compare the results of the computations with earlier results obtained
in [54] by partial robustification of the corresponding problem. The differences in the two
methods are discussed and it is concluded that the full robustification that leads to non convex
inner problems is superior in the sense that the resulting portfolio are significantly more robust
with respect to variations in the chosen ambiguity sets. However, it can be expected that for an
increasing number of scenarios this effect diminishes and partial robustification can be applied
without too much loss in robustness.
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Figure 4.3: Part (a) depicts the portfolio compositions for the partial robustifications for different
values of the robustness parameter, while part (b) shows the fully robustified portfolios. .
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Figure 4.4: Differences in expected return between partial and full robustification for the whole
data set from 4.1 and a subset of 26 points.
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APPENDIX A

D.C. Functions and the Difference of
Convex Algorithm

A.1 Difference of Convex Functions

In this section we will briefly review the definition of D.C. functions and give the proofs for
their most important properties in optimization. If not stated otherwise the proofs in this section
are adapted from [44].

Definition A.1. A function f :Rn→R is called D.C. on a convex set C⊆Rn if there are convex
functions g : C→R and h : C→R such that

f (x) = g(x)−h(x), ∀x ∈C.

We call a function a D.C. function, if it is D.C. on the whole of Rn. A function f is called
locally D.C. if for every x0 ∈Rn there exists a neighborhood U of x0 such that f is D.C. on this
neighborhood.

The next results demonstrate that D.C. functions are stable under all operations usually
performed in optimization.

Theorem A.1. Let fi = gi−hi be D.C. function for 1≤ i≤ m ∈N, then

1. Every linear combination of the fi’s is again a D.C. function.

2. maxi fi and mini fi are D.C. functions.

3. | fi|, f +
i (x) = max(0, fi(x)) and f−i (x) =−min(0, fi(x)) are D.C. functions.

4. fi f j is D.C. function as well as fi
f j

if f j 6= 0.

Proof. 1. This is trivial.

2. We prove the result for the maximum, the minimum can be argued analogously. First
observe that

fi = gi−hi = gi + ∑
j 6=i

h j−
m

∑
j=1

h j

and the last sum is independent of i. We therefore get

max
i

fi = max
i

(gi−hi) = max
i

{
gi + ∑

j 6=i
h j

}
−

m

∑
j=1

h j

which is a D.C. decomposition of the maximum.
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3. From part 2 it follows that max( fi,0) = max(gi,hi)−hi and max(− fi,0) = max(gi,hi)−
gi, and since | fi|= max( fi,0)+max(− fi,0), we get

| fi|= 2max(gi,hi)− (gi +hi).

4. See for example [40].

Next we give a result, that demonstrates the richness of the class of D.C. functions by estab-
lishing that the D.C. functions are dense in the set of all continuous functions.

Theorem A.2. The set of D.C. functions on a compact set K ⊆ Rn is dense in the space of
continuous functions (C (K), ||.||∞).

To prove Theorem A.2 we need the following Lemma proved in [40].

Lemma A.1. Every locally D.C. function is D.C.

Proof of Theorem A.2. For any f ∈ C 2(K) (the space of all twice continuously differentiable
functions on the compact K ⊆Rn) we know that for every x0 ∈ K all the second derivatives are
bounded on a neighborhood U of x0 and therefore the Hessian ∇2 f is bounded on U . Therefore
there is a constant c ∈R such that

∇
2( f (x)+ c||x||22) = ∇

2 f (x)+ c2I > 0

where I is the identity matrix. Therefore the function f + c|| · ||22 is convex and

f = ( f + c|| · ||22)− c|| · ||22

is D.C. in U and since x0 was arbitrary f is locally D.C.. From Lemma A.1 we get that f is a
D.C. function.

Since C 2(K) contains the polynomials and these are dense in C (K) by the Theorem of
Weierstraß, the D.C. functions are dense in C (K) as well.

A.2 The Difference of Convex Algorithm (DCA)

In this section we present proofs for the most important results concerning the DCA and its
convergence. The proofs are adapted from [71] or [72] if not stated otherwise. The results on
the hybrid DCA and the finite convergence concepts for polyhedral functions are new – though
kept in the spirit of the rest of the results. We start by noting that every unconstrained D.C.
program of the form

(P) α = inf{ f (x) = g(x)−h(x) : x ∈ X} (A.1)

with g,h : X →R proper, convex and lower semi continuous has a ”dual” of the form

(D) α = inf{ f ∗(y) = h∗(y)−g∗(y) : y ∈ X∗} .
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where f ∗ is the conjugate of f , i.e.

f ∗(y) = sup
x∈X
{〈x,y〉− f (x)} .

This can easily be seen by the following calculation

inf{ f (x) = g(x)−h(x) : x ∈ X} = inf
x∈X
{g(x)+ inf{h∗(y)−〈x,y〉 : y ∈ X∗}}

= inf
y∈X∗
{h∗(y)+ inf{g(x)−〈x,y〉 : x ∈ X}}

= inf{h∗(y)−g∗(y) : y ∈ X∗}

Under the above conditions the two problems are symmetric, in the sense that (D)∗ = (P).
Recall that the domain of a convex function θ : X → R∪ {±∞} denoted by dom(θ) is

defined as
dom(θ) = {x ∈ X : θ(x) < ∞} .

We will assume throughout this appendix, that the objective values of (A.1) are finite, i.e.

dom(g)⊆ dom(h)

and therefore also by the above duality

dom(h∗)⊆ dom(g∗).

Definition A.2 (Critical Point). x∈ X is called a critical point of f = g−h, if ∂g(x)∩∂h(x) 6= /0.

The definition of critical points can be motivated by the following result.

Proposition A.1. Every minimizer of (A.1) in int(dom(h)) is a critical point.

Proof. Suppose x∗ ∈ X is such that

g(x∗)−h(x∗) = inf{ f (x) = g(x)−h(x) : x ∈ X}

and y ∈ ∂h(x∗), then

g(x∗)−h(x∗) ≤ g(x)−h(x), ∀x ∈ X

⇒ g(x∗)−h(x)+ 〈x− x∗,y〉 ≤ g(x)−h(x), ∀x ∈ X

⇒ g(x∗)+ 〈x− x∗,y〉 ≤ g(x), ∀x ∈ X .

Therefore y ∈ ∂h(x∗)∩∂g(x∗) 6= /0.

It is trivial that the reverse argument does not hold and therefore a critical point need not be
an optimum. For an in depth treatment of this necessary condition for optimality see [75].

The next Theorem discusses a necessary and a sufficient condition for local optimality in
D.C. programming.
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Theorem A.3. 1. If x is a local minimizer of f = g−h, then

x ∈Pl := {x ∈ X : ∂h(x)⊆ ∂g(x)} .

Dually if y is a local minimizer of h∗−g∗, then

y ∈Dl := {y ∈ X∗ : ∂g∗(y)⊆ ∂h∗(y)} .

2. Let x∗ be a critical point of f , y∗ ∈ ∂g(x∗)∩∂h(x∗) and U a neighborhood of x∗ such that
U ∩dom(g)⊆ dom(∂h). If for all x ∈U ∩dom(g)∃y ∈ ∂h(x) such that

h∗(y)−g∗(y)≥ h∗(y∗)−g∗(y∗)

then x∗ is a local minimizer of g−h.

Proof. 1. If x∗ is a local minimizer, then there exists a neighborhood U of x∗ such that

g(x)−g(x∗)≥ h(x)−h(x∗), ∀x ∈U ∩dom(g). (A.2)

If y ∈ ∂h(x∗), then from (A.2) we get

g(x)−g(x∗)≥ (h(x∗)+ 〈x− x∗,y〉)−h(x∗) = 〈x− x∗,y〉, ∀x ∈U ∩dom(g).

Since g is a convex function this implies y ∈ ∂g(x∗).

2. Since y∗ ∈ ∂g(x∗)∩∂h(x∗)

g(x∗)+g∗(y∗) = 〈x∗,y∗〉= h(x∗)+h∗(y∗). (A.3)

By assumption ∀x ∈U ∩dom(g)∃y ∈ ∂h(x) such that

h∗(y)−g∗(y)≥ h∗(y∗)−g∗(y∗). (A.4)

On the other hand from the definition of g∗ we get

h(x)+h∗(y) = 〈x,y〉 ≤ g(x)+g∗(y)⇒ g(x)−h(x)≥ h∗(y)−g∗(y). (A.5)

Combining (A.3), (A.4) and (A.5), we get

g(x)−h(x)≥ g(x∗)−h(x∗), ∀x ∈U ∩dom(g).

The DCA is constructed such as to find points (x∗,y∗) which fulfill the necessary optimality
condition given in Theorem A.3 point 1. However, before this is treated in any further detail it
is shown that this condition is actually sufficient in the case of a polyhedral D.C. function, i.e. a
D.C. function where one of the components is a polyhedral function, as is the case in Chapter 2
and 3.
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Corollary A.1. Suppose for x∗ there exists a neighborhood U of x∗ with ∂h(x)∩ ∂g(x∗) 6=
/0, ∀x ∈U ∩dom(g), then x∗ is a local minimizer of g−h.

Proof. Let x ∈U ∩dom(g) and y ∈ ∂h(x)∩∂g(x∗). We have

g(x∗)+g∗(y) = 〈x∗,y〉 ≤ h(x∗)+h∗(y) ⇒ h∗(y)−g∗(y)≥ g(x∗)−h(x∗).

Let y∗ ∈ ∂h(x∗)∩∂g(x∗), then

g(x∗)+g∗(y∗) = h(x∗)+h∗(y∗)⇒ g(x∗)−h(x∗) = h∗(y∗)−g∗(y∗)

and thereby
h∗(y)−g∗(y)≥ h∗(y∗)−g∗(y∗).

The conditions for Theorem A.3 part 2 are therefore fulfilled and x∗ is a local optimum of
g−h.

Theorem A.4. Every closed and proper locally polyhedral function f has the diff-max property,
i.e. for every point x ∈ dom( f ) there exists a neighborhood U of x such that

∀y ∈U : ∂ f (y)⊆ ∂ f (x).

Proof. See [30], Theorem 2.

Theorem A.5. If h is a closed and proper locally polyhedral function, then the necessary local
optimality condition in Theorem A.3 is also sufficient.

Proof. Follows directly from Corollary A.1 and Theorem A.4.

As mentioned earlier the difference of convex algorithm is motivated by the local optimality
conditions in Theorem A.3 part 1. The following Theorem furnishes the connection between
problems (A.6), (A.7) below and these optimality conditions.

For x∗ and y∗ consider the two problems

inf{h∗(y)−g∗(y) : y ∈ ∂h(x∗)} = inf{〈x∗,y〉−g∗(y) : y ∈ ∂h(x∗)} (A.6)

inf{g(x)−h(x) : x ∈ ∂g∗(y∗)} = inf{〈x,y∗〉−h(x) : x ∈ ∂g∗(y∗)} (A.7)

and call the solutions sets S (x∗) and T (y∗) respectively.

Theorem A.6. 1. x∗ ∈Pl ⇔∃ y∗ ∈S (x∗) : x∗ ∈ ∂g∗(y∗).

2. y∗ ∈Dl ⇔∃ x∗ ∈T (y∗) : y∗ ∈ ∂h(x∗).
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Proof. By duality its enough to show (1). (⇒): Suppose x∗ ∈Pl . If y ∈S (x∗), then from the
fact that y ∈ ∂h(x∗) ⊆ ∂g(x∗), it follows that x∗ ∈ ∂g∗(y). Hence, it is enough to show that the
infimum in (A.6) is attained at some y∗. But this follows directly from x∗ ∈Pl , since in this
case 〈x∗,y〉−g∗(y) = g(x∗) for all y ∈ ∂h(x∗) and therefore S (x∗) = ∂h(x∗).
(⇐): Let x∗ ∈ X be such that x∗ ∈ ∂g∗(y∗) for some y∗ ∈S (x∗), then

−〈x∗,y〉 ≤ −g∗(y)+g∗(y∗)−〈x∗,y∗〉=−g∗(y)−g(x∗), ∀y ∈ ∂h(x∗)

and since −g∗(y)≤ g(x)−〈x,y〉 for all x ∈ X , we get

g(x)≥ g(x∗)+ 〈x− x∗,y〉, ∀x ∈ X , ∀y ∈ ∂h(x∗)

and therefore ∂h(x∗)⊆ ∂g(x∗).

Remark A.1. 1. By construction a solution x to (A.7) with parameter y is in ∂g∗(y). If y
itself is obtained from solving the problem (A.6) for some x′, then y ∈S (x′). If x = x′ by
Theorem A.6 part 1 x is a local optimum. This is the idea of the complete DCA: finding
sequences of points xk and yk such that xk+1 ∈S (yk) and yk+1 ∈S (xk). From the above
it is clear that if xk+1 = xk then the algorithm found a point in Pl .

2. If the outlined algorithm does not terminate, but the sequences (xk)k∈N and (yk)k∈N are
bounded, then there exist limit points (x∗,y∗). By continuity properties of the subgradient
mapping it can be argued, that (xk)k∈N and (yk)k∈N at least converge to points in Pl and
Dl respectively.

Since the problems (A.6) and (A.7) might be hard to solve there exists the so called simplified
DCA, a variant of the above algorithm which is solely based on the repeated solution of convex
problems. More specifically instead of solving (A.6) and (A.7) to obtain yk and xk+1, the convex
problems

inf
{

h∗(y)−
(

g∗(yk−1)+ 〈xk,y− yk−1〉
)

: y ∈ X∗
}

(A.8)

inf
{

g(x)−
(

h(xk)+ 〈x− xk,yk〉
)

: x ∈ X
}

(A.9)

are solved. These problems can be viewed as a convex approximation of the original and the
dual problem respectively. Clearly when constructed as solutions to (A.8) and (A.9) yk and xk+1

fulfill yk ∈ ∂h(xk) and xk+1 ∈ ∂g∗(yk).
The difference between the complete and the simplified version of the DCA is therefore,

that in the simplified version an arbitrary element of the respective subgradient sets is chosen,
while in the complete version this element is found as a solution to a non-convex optimization
problem.

In some of the applications it might be possible to find solutions to one of the problems
(A.6) or (A.7) but not to the other one. We call the following algorithm hybrid DCA: given xk

find yk by solving the following problem

inf
{

h∗(y)−g∗(y) : y ∈ ∂h(xk)
}

= inf
{
〈xk,y〉−g∗(y) : y ∈ ∂h(xk)

}
(A.10)
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and given yk find xk+1 by solving the convex problem

inf
{

g(x)−
(

h(xk)+ 〈x− xk,yk〉
)

: x ∈ X
}

. (A.11)

The next Theorem summarizes some elementary properties which are valid for all the vari-
ants of the DCA.

Theorem A.7. For the complete, the hybrid as well as the simplified DCA the following prop-
erties hold.

1. The DCA is a descent method for both the primal and the dual problem, i.e.

g(xk+1)−h(xk+1) ≤ g(xk)−h(xk) (A.12)

h∗(yk+1)−g∗(yk+1) ≤ h∗(yk)−g∗(yk). (A.13)

2. Consecutive points where the objective function stays constant can be characterized as
follows:

g(xk)−h(xk) = g(xk+1)−h(xk+1)⇔ xk ∈ ∂g∗(yk), yk ∈ ∂h(xk+1). (A.14)

In particular yk ∈ ∂g(xk)∩ ∂h(xk) and xk ∈ ∂h∗(yk)∩ ∂g∗(yk) therefore xk as well as yk

are critical points of the primal and dual problem respectively. A dual version of (A.14)
holds.

3. If α = infx∈X(g(x)− h(x)) is finite and the sequences (xk)k∈N and (yk)k∈N are bounded
then every cluster point x∗ of (xk)k∈N is a critical point and there exists a cluster point y∗

of (yk)k∈N, such that

lim
l→∞

〈xkl ,ykl 〉= lim
l→∞

g(xkl )+g∗(ykl ) = lim
l→∞

h(xkl )+h∗(ykl )

where xkl → x∗ and ykl → y∗.

Proof. 1. Because yk ∈ ∂h(xk)

g(xk+1)−h(xk+1)≤ g(xk+1)−〈xk+1− xk,yk〉−h(xk)

and since xk+1 ∈ ∂g∗(yk) we have yk ∈ ∂g(xk+1) and hence that

g(xk+1)−〈xk+1− xk,yk〉−h(xk)≤ g(xk)−h(xk).

Summarizing we get (A.12) by

g(xk+1)−h(xk+1)≤ g(xk+1)−〈xk+1− xk,yk〉−h(xk)≤ g(xk)−h(xk). (A.15)

Since yk ∈ ∂h(xk) and xk+1 ∈ ∂g∗(yk) it holds that

g(xk+1)−〈xk+1− xk,yk〉−h(xk) = h∗(yk)−g∗(yk)

which together with (A.15) yields

h∗(yk+1)−g∗(yk+1)≤ g(xk+1)−h(xk+1)≤ h∗(yk)−g∗(yk) (A.16)

and therefore (A.13).
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2. If xk ∈ ∂g∗(yk), yk ∈ ∂h(xk+1) then using xk+1 ∈ ∂g∗(yk), yk ∈ ∂h(xk) it follows

g(xk+1)−h(xk+1) = (〈xk+1,yk〉−g∗(yk))− (〈xk+1,yk〉−h∗(yk))
= h∗(yk)−g∗(yk) = (〈xk,yk〉−h(xk))− (〈xk,yk〉−g(xk))
= g(xk)−h(xk).

If on the other hand g(xk+1)− h(xk+1) = g(xk)− h(xk), then yk ∈ ∂h(xk) and xk+1 ∈
∂g∗(yk) implies

0 = g(xk+1)−h(xk+1)− (g(xk)−h(xk))≤ g(xk+1)−g(xk)−〈xk+1− xk,yk〉 ≤ 0

therefore g(xk+1)−g(xk) = 〈xk+1− xk,yk〉 and since xk+1 ∈ ∂g∗(yk)

g(xk)+g∗(yk) = 〈xk,yk〉 ⇒ xk ∈ ∂g∗(yk).

In the same way we get

0 = g(xk)−h(xk)− (g(xk+1)−h(xk+1))≥ h(xk+1)−h(xk)+ 〈xk− xk+1,yk〉 ≥ 0

and therefore analogously

h(xk+1)+h∗(yk) = 〈xk+1,yk〉 ⇒ yk ∈ ∂h(xk+1).

3. If α is finite the sequence (g(xk)−h(xk))k converges because of (1). Therefore

0 = lim
k→∞

(
g(xk+1)−h(xk+1)−g(xk)+h(xk)

)
≤ lim

k→∞

(
g(xk+1)−g(xk)−〈xk+1− xk,yk〉

)
= lim

k→∞

(
−g∗(yk)+(〈xk,yk〉−g(xk))

)
= lim

k→∞

(
− sup

x∈Rd
(〈x,yk〉−g(x))+ 〈xk,yk〉−g(xk)

)
≤ 0

where the first inequality follows from yk ∈ ∂h(xk), and the second from g(xk+1) +
g∗(yk) = 〈xk+1,yk〉 which is true since xk+1 ∈ ∂g∗(yk). From the above we conclude
that

lim
k→∞

g(xk)+g∗(yk) = lim
k→∞

〈xk,yk〉 (A.17)

and by an analogous argument

lim
k→∞

h(xk)+h∗(yk) = lim
k→∞

〈xk,yk〉. (A.18)

If the sequences (xk)k∈N and (yk)k∈N are bounded there exists subsequences (xkl )l∈N and
(ykl )l∈N such that xkl → x∗ and by closedness of the subgradient mapping ykl → y∗ ∈
∂h(x∗) (see [64], Theorem 24.4).
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Define the lower semi continuous function θ(x,y) = g(x) + g∗(y). then because of the
semi-continuity of θ we get

θ(x∗,y∗)≤ liminf
l→∞

θ(xkl ,ykl ) = lim
l→∞

θ(xkl ,ykl ) = 〈x∗,y∗〉

where the last equality follows from (A.17). By the Fenchel inequality g(x∗)+ g∗(y∗) =
〈x∗,y∗〉 follows. Analogously one can show h(x∗)+h∗(y∗) = 〈x∗,y∗〉 by using (A.18).

The last theorem of this section is devoted to two convergence properties of the complete
and the hybrid DCA.

Theorem A.8. 1. If for the hybrid DCA g(xk+1)− h(xk+1) = g(xk)− h(xk), then xk ∈Pl
and yk is a critical point, i.e. g∗(yk)∩h∗(yk) 6= /0.

2. If either h or g∗ are polyhedral functions, then the objective values of the hybrid DCA
have finite convergence.

Proof. 1. If the algorithm stops finitely, i.e. g(xk+1)− h(xk+1) = g(xk)− h(xk), then xk ∈
g∗(yk). By construction yk ∈S (xk) for the complete DCA as well as the hybrid DCA and
therefore xk ∈Pl by an application of Theorem A.6.

Since yk ∈ ∂h(xk) and xk ∈ ∂g∗(yk) (by Theorem A.7 part 2), we have xk ∈ ∂h∗(yk)∩
∂g∗(yk) and therefore yk is a critical point.

2. We only treat the case where h is a polyhedral function. The other case follows by switch-
ing to the dual problem.

The result relies on the fact that, since h being a polyhedral function of the form

h(x) = max
{
〈x,ai〉−αi : i ∈ I

}
where I is a finite index set, it holds that

∂h(x) = co
{

ai : i ∈ I(x)
}

with I(x) =
{

i ∈ I : h(x) = 〈x,ai〉−αi
}

. This means that there are only finitely many
different possible subgradient sets ∂h(x). Now define a mapping T :Rn→Rn with T (x)∈
∂h(x) which selects yk from ∂h(xk). From the above it follows that there are only finitely
possible yks and since the sequence (g(xk)−h(xk))k is decreasing eventually there will be
some k for which g(xk)−h(xk) = g(xk+i)−h(xk+i) for all i ∈N.

Remark A.2. In the above Theorem the algorithm is said to converge, if (g(xk)− h(xk))k re-
mains constant after a certain K ∈ N. This differs slightly from the view taken in [4], where
the convergence is defined as the convergence of (xk,yk). The latter can be achieved in case of
polyhedral D.C. functions even for the simple DCA in finitely many steps via so called natural
choices for the subgradients.
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The advantage of this approach is that the algorithm can be stopped after the first iteration
in which the objective function value does not decrease. In our approach the algorithm has to
be continued until it is established that the pairs (xk,yk) are circling through a finite selection
of equivalent solutions.

Since convergence speed was not an issue in the problems treated in this work and we are
primarily concerned with convergence in the objective function values there was no need to force
convergence of (xk,yk) by special choices of T . Therefore the notion of convergence described
above was used.



APPENDIX B

Extreme and exposed points

In this Appendix the concepts of extreme and exposed points, the relations between the extreme
and the exposed points of a convex set and the Krein-Milman and similar theorems are discussed.
In particular we give proofs for Theorems 4.1 and 4.4. The presentation is mostly from [24] and
[25].

For readability we repeat the definitions of extreme and exposed points from chapter 4.

B.1 Extreme Points

Definition B.1 (Extreme Point). Let C ⊆ E be a convex set in a LCS. A point x ∈C is called an
extreme point of C, if C\{x} is still a convex set. We denote the set of extreme points of a convex
set C by ext(C).

The reason extreme points are of importance for the results in chapter 4 is rooted in the
following theorem which is stated in the main text as Theorem 4.1.

Theorem B.1 (Bauer Minimum Principle). Let E be a Hausdorff LCS, C ⊂ E be a non-empty
compact convex set and f a concave lower semi-continuous function. Then f attains its mini-
mum over C on an extreme point of C.

Proof. Define

J = {F ⊆C : F 6= /0, F̄ = F,∀a,b ∈C : (a,b)∩F 6= /0 it follows (a,b) ∈ F} ,

where (a,b) = {λa+(1−λ )b : λ ∈ (0,1)} and F̄ is the closure of F . Note that

C ∈J and for (Xi)⊆J :
⋂
{Xi} 6= /0⇒

⋂
{Xi} ∈J . (B.1)

Now define for each F ∈J the set F ′ = argminx∈F f (x) 6= /0. The set F ′ is contained in J
since

F ′ =
∞⋂

n=1

{
x ∈ F : f (x)≤ inf f +

1
n

}
and if x0 ∈ (a,b)∩F ′ then by concavity for any x,y ∈ (a,b) such that x0 = λx +(1−λ )y with
0 < λ < 1 it holds that f (x0)≥ λ f (x)+(1−λ ) f (y)≥ f (x0) and therefore (a,b)⊆ F ′.

Now we define a partial order on J by defining F1 ≤ F2 :⇔ F1 ⊇ F2. The maximal elements
with respect to this order are singletons {x}. To see this take F ∈J with {x,y} ⊆ F . Then x
and y can be separated by a continuous linear functional l such that l(x) > l(y) and by forming
F ′ for l it becomes clear that F ′ > F , since x /∈ F ′. Now note that J is inductive, i.e. every
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totally ordered subset Xi has a maximal element in J . This is the case because Xi are nested
and compact and therefore

⋂
{Xi} 6= /0. It follows from (B.1) that

⋂
{Xi} 6= /0∈J and therefore

is a maximal element for {Xi}. An application of Zorn’s lemma shows that every F ∈J is
majorized by a maximal element. In particular the set F ′ = argminx∈C f (x) 6= /0 is majorized by
the singleton {x} ⊆ F . It is easy to see that a singleton {x} is contained in J iff it is an extreme
point of C.

Corollary B.1. Let E be a Hausdorff LCS, C ⊂ E be a non-empty compact convex set, then C
has an extreme point.

Proof. Apply B.1 to the constant function 1.

Using Bauer Minimum Principle we can easily prove the Krein-Milman theorem which
shows that a convex set can be represented by its extreme points.

Theorem B.2 (Krein-Milman). Let K be a compact, convex set in a LCS E, then K = co(ext(K)).

Proof. Clearly co(ext(K)) ⊆ K, since K is closed and convex. Suppose the other inclusion
would not hold and fix x ∈ K\co(ext(K)). By the Hahn-Banach theorem there is a linear map
l : E → R such that max

{
l(x) : x ∈ co(ext(K))

}
< l(x), hence by Theorem B.1 there is an

extreme point of K not contained in co(ext(K)), a contradiction.

B.2 Exposed points

As we argued in Chapter 4 it is hard to characterize the extremals of a Kantorovich neighborhood
directly. We therefore resort to characterizing the exposed points which are somewhat easier to
handle and then conclude that the extreme points are essentially of the same form as the exposed
points. For the last step in this argument we need that the exposed points of a convex set C are
dense in the extreme points. This result will be shown in the following.

Definition B.2. An exposed point x of a convex set C is defined by the property, that it is possible
to separate the convex C\{x} set from x via a linear functional. This means one can find a linear
functional l such that l(x) > l(y), ∀y ∈C\{x} or equivalently argmaxy∈Cl(y) = {x}.

We will now establish the a result which sometimes is called Straszewicz Theorem and states
that the exposed points are dense in the extreme points of compact, convex set C. The original
result was proven for Rn and can be found for example in [64], Theorem 18.6. The proof is
heavily based on geometrical arguments, which carry over to the setting of real Hilbert spaces.
We will therefore show the result first for real Hilbert spaces and use an embedding Lemma to
get the result for metrizable subsets of LCS.

Lemma B.1. Let C be a convex set in a real Hilbert space E and x0 ∈C. Now define the point
c to be the farthest point of C from x0. Then c is an exposed point of C.

Proof. Since for all x ∈C

||c− x0||2 ≥ ||x− x0||2 = ||x− c+ x− x0||2 = ||x− c||2 +2〈x− c,c− x0〉+ ||c− x0||2
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we have
2〈x− c,c− x0〉 ≤ −||x− c||2 ≤ 0.

Now define the linear functional f (x) = 〈x,c− x0〉. From the inequality above we get f (x) ≤
f (c) for all x ∈C with equality iff x = c. Therefore c is an exposed point of C.

Lemma B.2. Let C be a compact, convex set in a real Hilbert space E, and let f be a continuous
linear functional such that f (x) < α for some x ∈ E. Then there exists an exposed point c of C
such that f (x) < α .

Proof. Let u ∈ E be the Riesz representer of f , i.e. f (x) = 〈x,u〉, and x0 = x + λu. Let c be a
the point that is farthest away from x0. c is an exposed point of C by Lemma B.1. We further
have

||x0− x||2 ≤ ||x0− c||2 = ||x− c+λu||2 = ||x− c||+2λ 〈x− c,u〉+ ||λu||2

= ||x− c||2 +2λ ( f (x)− f (c))+ ||x0− x||2.

Choosing λ sufficiently large we can get f (c) < α .

Next we proof a result, which in some sense generalizes the Krein-Milman Theorem for real
Hilbert spaces.

Theorem B.3. Let C be a compact, convex set in a real Hilbert space E, then

C = co(exp(C)).

Proof. Since C is closed and convex, we only have to show C ⊆ co(exp(C)). If not then there
would be a x ∈C\co(exp(C)) and by the Hahn-Banach theorem a continuous linear functional
f with f (x) > α ≥max

{
f (y) : y ∈ co(exp(C))

}
. In this case there would be a c ∈ exp(C) with

f (c) > α , which leads to a contradiction.

The next two results allow us to prove the desired result for Hilbert spaces.

Lemma B.3. If C is a relatively compact convex set in a metrizable space, then

ext(C̄)⊆ ext(C)

Proof. Let x ∈ ext(C̄). If x ∈ C, then x ∈ ext(C) ⊆ ext(C̄). If x /∈ C, then x = limn→∞ xn with
xn ∈ C. To finish the proof it is enough to show, that there exists a subsequence (xnk) with
xnk ∈ ext(C). If this is not the case, then ∃N ∈ N : xn /∈ ext(C), ∀n ≥ N. If the xn are not
extremals they can be written as xn = 1

2 yn + 1
2 zn with yn ∈ C and zn ∈ C. Since C is relatively

compact there exists a subsequence ynk → y ∈ C̄ and znk → z ∈ C̄ and therefore xnk → 1
2 y + 1

2 z
which is a contradiction to being an extreme point of C̄.
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Remark B.1. The reverse, i.e. ext(C)⊆ ext(C̄) does not hold, since the extremals need not be a
closed set. This can be seen by the following example

A =
{
(x,y,0) : x2 + y2 ≤ 1

}
, B = {(1,0,z) :−1≤ z≤ 1} , C = co(A∪B)

The extremal points of C = C̄ are (1,0,−1) and (1,0,1) and A\(1,0,0). Therefore

ext(C) = ext(C̄)∪{(1,0,0)} .

Lemma B.4. If C is a compact, convex set and D⊆C has the property, that

co(D) = C

then ext(C)⊆ D̄.

Proof. By Lemma B.3 we have

ext(C) = ext(co(D))⊆ ext(co(D))⊆ D̄

Theorem B.4 (Straszewicz’s Theorem for Hilbert Spaces). In a real Hilbert space E the exposed
points of a compact, convex set C are dense in ext(C).

Proof. Since by Theorem B.3 C = co(exp(C)), applying theorem B.4 to the set exp(C) yields
ext(C)⊆ exp(C).

We will now extend the previous result by to metrizable convex compact subsets of LCS.

Lemma B.5. A subspace F of a separable metric space E is separable.

Proof. Since E is separable and metrizable it is second countable, i.e. the topology has a count-
able base and therefore countably many semi-norms. The topology on a linear subspace is
the initial topology with respect to the inclusion and therefore the semi-norms of F are the re-
strictions of the semi-norms of E. Therefore F is again second countable and metrizable and
therefore also separable.

Theorem B.5. Let X be metrizable subset of a Hausdorff LCS vector space E, then there exists
a countable set {ln : n ∈N} of affine continuous functions, that separates points in X.

Proof. X is metrizable, therefore there exist countably many continuous semi-norms (pn)n∈N
that generate the respective topology. Furthermore the semi norms are point separating, since
the space is Hausdorff. Consider now the space A of rational linear combinations of functions
in {1}∪ {pn : n ∈N}. A is a sub-algebra of C(X ,R), is still countable and point separating
and therefore dense in (C(X ,R,(pK)K) (where pK is the semi-norm of uniform convergence on
the compact set K ⊂ X) by the theorem of Stone-Weierstrass. It follows that (C(X ,R,(pK)K)
is separable and therefore the affine continuous functions – being a linear subspace of C(X ,R)
– are also separable by Lemma B.5. By the Theorem of Hahn-Banach the continuous affine
functionals are point separating in X ⊆ E and therefore there exists a countable family (ln)n∈N,
that is point separating in X .
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Theorem B.6 ( [25], Problem 17(1)). Let X be a compact, metrizable subset of a Hausdorff
LCS vector space, then there is a an affine continuous injection of X into a Hilbert space.

Proof. From theorem B.5 we get a countable family of point separating continuous, affine func-
tionals on X . Since all the ln are continuous they are bounded on X by numbers Kn < ∞, now
define l̂n(x) = ln(x)

2nKn
, then the l̂n are still point separating affine functionals and ∑

∞
n=1 l̂2

n(x) < ∞.
We can now define ι : X → `2 as x 7→ (ln(x))n∈N. ι is obviously an affine, injective functional.
Since

∞

∑
n=N

l̂2
n(x)≤ 21−N , ∀x ∈ X

ι is the uniform limit of the functions ιn(x) = (l̂i)n
i=1 in `2 and therefore continuous.

Theorem B.7 ( [25], Problem 17(2)). Let X be a compact, metrizable subset of a Hausdorff
LCS vector space, then the exposed points of X are dense in ext(X).

Proof. Using Lemma B.6 we get a affine continuous injection f : X→H into a real Hilbert space
H. Obviously Y = im( f ) is again convex and compact and for every x ∈ ext(X), f (x) ∈ ext(Y ).
To see this assume f (x) = λy′+(1−λ )z′ with λ ∈ (0,1), f (y) = y′ and f (z) = z′, then

f (x) = λ f (y)+(1−λ ) f (z) = f (λy+(1−λ )z)

and because f is injective x = λy+(1−λ )z contradicting the fact that x∈ ext(X). We show that
every neighborhood U of x contains exposed points of X . Since f (x) ∈ ext(Y ) by Theorem B.4
there is a a′ = f (a) ∈ f (U)◦ exposed in Y , i.e. there exists an affine functional l : H → R and
an α ∈R such that l(a′) > α ≥max{l(y) : y ∈ Y}. Since g = l ◦ f is affine and g(a′) = l(a) >
α ≥max{g(x) : x ∈ X} a is an exposed point of X .
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Abstract

APPLICATIONS OF NON-CONVEX OPTIMIZATION IN PORTFOLIO SELECTION

The thesis is concerned with application of non-convex programming to problems of portfo-
lio optimization in a single stage stochastic optimization framework. In particular two different
classes of portfolio selection problems are investigated. In both the problems a scenario based
approach to modeling uncertainty is pursued, i.e. the randomness in the models is always de-
scribed by finitely many joint realizations of the asset returns. The thesis is structured into three
chapters briefly outlined below:

A D.C. Formulation of Value-at-Risk constrained Optimization In this Chapter the aim is
to solve mean risk models with the Value-at-Risk as a risk measure. In the case of finitely sup-
ported return distributions, it is shown that the Value-at-Risk can be written as a D.C. function
and the mentioned mean risk problem therefore corresponds to a D.C. problem. The non-convex
problem of optimizing the Value at Risk is rather extensively treated in the literature and there
are various approximative solution techniques as well as some approaches to solve the problem
globally.

The reformulation as D.C. problem provides an insight into the structure of the problem,
which can be exploited to devise a Branch-and-Bound algorithm for finding global solutions for
small to medium sized instances.

The possibility of refining ε-optimal solutions obtained from the Branch-and-Bound frame-
work via local search heuristics is also discussed in this Chapter.

Value-at-Risk constrained optimization using the DCA In this part of the thesis the Value-
at-Risk problem is once again investigated with the aim of solving problems of realistic sizes
in relatively short time. Since the Value at Risk optimization can be shown to be a NP hard
problem, this can only be achieved by sacrificing on the guaranteed globality of the solutions.
Therefore a local solution technique for unconstrained D.C. problems called Difference of Con-
vex Algorithm (DCA) is employed. To solve the problem a new variant of the DCA the so called
hybrid DCA is proposed, which preserves the favorable convergence properties of the compu-
tationally hard complete DCA as well as the computational tractability of the so called simple
DCA.

The results are tested for small problems and the solutions are shown to actually coincide
with the global optima obtained with the Branch-and-Bound algorithm in most of the cases.
For realistic problem sizes the proposed method is shown to consistently outperform known
heuristic approximations implemented in commercial software.

A Framework for Optimization under Ambiguity The last part of the thesis is devoted to
a different topic which received much attention in the recent stochastic programming literature:
the topic of robust optimization. More specifically the aim is to robustify single stage stochastic
optimization models with respect to uncertainty about the distributions of the random variables
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involved in the formulation of the stochastic program. The aim is to explore ways of explicitly
taking into account ambiguity about the distributions when finding a decision while imposing
only very weak restrictions on possible probability models that are taken into consideration.

Ambiguity is defined as possible deviation from a discrete reference measure P̂ (in this work
the empirical measure). To this end a so called ambiguity set B, that contains all the measures
that can reasonably be assumed to be the real measure P given the available data, is defined.
Since the idea is to devise a general approach not restricted by assuming P to be an element of
any specific parametric family, we define our ambiguity sets by the use of general probability
metrics. Relative to these measures a worst case approach is adopted to robustify the problem
with respect to B.

The resulting optimization problems turn out to be infinite and are reduced to non-convex
semi-definite problems. In the last part of the paper we show how to solve these problems
numerically for the example of a mean risk portfolio selection problem with Expected Shortfall
under a Threshold as the risk measure. The DCA in combination with an iterative algorithm
to approximate the infinite set of constraints by finitely many ones is used to obtain numerical
solutions to the problem.
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ANWENDUNGEN NICHT KONVEXER OPTIMIERUNG IN
PORTFOLIO-OPTIMIERUNGSPROBLEMEN

Die vorgelegte Arbeit befasst sich mit nicht-konvexer Optimierung in dem Gebiet der Port-
folio Selection.

Thematisch lässt sich die Arbeit in zwei Teilgebiete strukturieren:

1. Das Lösen von Mean-Risk Problemen mit Value-at-Risk als Risikomaß: Es werden Meth-
oden zum Auffinden von effizienten Portfolios für den Fall von diskret verteilten Asset Re-
turns vorgestellt. Die behandelten Probleme sind (wegen der Nicht-Konvexität des Value-
at-Risk) nicht konvex und lassen sich als Differenz von konvexen Funktionen darstellen.
Es werden sowohl Branch-and-Bound als auch approximative Lösungsverfahren ange-
wandt. Die globalen Lösungen des Branch-and-Bound werden mit den Lösungen der
approximativen Verfahren verglichen.

2. Robustifizierung von Portfolio-Selection Problemen: In den letzten Jahren gibt es in
der Literatur verstärkt Bemühungen Optimierungsprobleme bezüglich Unsicherheiten in
den Parametern zu robustifizieren. Robustifizierte Lösungen haben die Eigenschaft, dass
moderate Variationen von Parametern nicht zu dramatischen Verschlechterungen der Lö-
sungen führen. Im Rahmen der robusten Portfolio Optimierung geht es hauptsächlich
darum, Lösungen in Bezug auf Abweichungen in den Verteilungen der Gewinne der
verwendeten Finanzinstrumente zu kontrollieren. In der gegenständlichen Arbeit wer-
den mit Hilfe von Wahrscheinlichkeitsmetriken sogenannte Ambiguity Mengen definiert,
welche alle Verteilungen enthalten, die aufgrund der Datenlage als mögliche Verteilun-
gen in Frage kommen. Die verwendete Metrik, die sogenannte Kantorovich (Wasser-
stein) Metrik, ermöglicht es mittels Ergebnissen der nichtparametrischen Statistik, die
Ambiguity Mengen als Konfidenzmengen um die empirischen Verteilungschätzer zu in-
terpretieren. Mittels der beschriebenen Methoden werden Mean-Risk Probleme robusti-
fiziert. Diese Probleme sind zunächst infinit und werden in einem weiteren Schritt zu nicht
konvexen semi-definiten Problemen umformuliert. Die Lösung dieser Probleme basiert
einerseits auf einem Algortihmus zum Lösen von semi-definiten Problemen mit unendlich
vielen Nebenbedingungen und andererseits auf Methoden zum approximativen Lösen von
nicht konvexen Problemen (dem sogenannten Difference of Convex Algorithm).
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